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ABSTRACT 

This case study was done at a suburban community college located in the Lower 

Mainland of British Columbia. The College provides a broad scope of programs ranging 

from applied health and hunlan services programs to university transfer academic courses 

and programs of study. As well, the College offers a variety of community-based part- 

time continuing education programs primarily focused in the health and human serviccs 

sectors. 

The Lower Mainland of British Columbia is growing rapidly with the ethnic makc- 

up of the area continuing to diversify. The students at the College reflect this diversity. 

As well, over 50% of the students are women, the average age is 24 years, and 35% of 

the students have languages other than English as their "mother-tongues". 

The study is based on interviews done with faculty at the College who sclf- 

identified as interested in the concept of educational equity. Many of the faculty 

participants are endeavouring to change their courses and programs to take account of the 

diversity of students. For some, the diversity of the community is also important as their 

programs prepare students to live and work within the community. 

The work of curriculum transformation requires dialogue, reflection, and action. 

These processes of change disrupt the privacy of teachingllearning by opening up thc 

curriculum contents and processes for examination. The systems of the institution which 

support the curricuhxm are fierefore d s o  subject to change. The relationships between 

fa~ui iy  and sttidefits are afkcied by the recogsition that who the students are and where 

they live and work matters in the design of curriculurrr. 

.*. 
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This study argues that factors which profoundly affect people's lives such as 

gender, race, class, sexual orientation, and disability need to be considered as interrelated. 

We need to move away from priorizing one factor over another. As well, links between 

educational and employment equity are seen as essential. There is little gained from an 

employment equity program if people's diversity and perspectives are not brought to the 

fore. 

This research identified language competency as a critical and caiplex issue in 

the work on educational equity. Entry level competencies, exit requirements for language 

use, the necessity uof common language use for critical dialogue, and how language acts 

as a screen are all components requiring further exploration. 

Overall, curriculum transformation to achieve educational equity is complex yet 

required in order for the College programs and services to remain relevant to students and 

the community which they serve. Much work is already under way by the diligent efforts 

of individuals and small groups within the College. A more concerted, organized plan 

needs to be established which both embeds content and processes. This should be 

inclusive of the life-affecting factors listed above, and should bring these issues to the 

forefront for critical dialogue, reflection and action. 
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Chapter One 

Educational Equity: Framin~ the Research 

THE PROBLEM: 

The focus of this thesis is on curriculum transformation as a primary means for  

meeting the challenges of educational equity. Adult educators as diverse as Paulo Friere 

and Malcolm Knowles argue that student success, in part, is determined by the relevancy 

of curriculum to students' lives (Cookson, et al. 1995). The curriculum, both content and 

process, needs to include students' values, understandings and experiences. 

The student population at Douglas College, the setting of this study, has changed 

dramatically over the past decade. It has more women, people with disabilities, First 

Nations people, people who are openly gay or lesbian, and people who are visible 

minorities in Canada. These demographic changes, along with the corresponding legal and 

social p.essure for "equal opportunity," makes more urgent the issue of inclusive 

education and curriculum transformation. 

This thesis is based primarily on interviews with faculty at Douglas College about 

their views on curriculum transformation as a means to achieve educational equity. The 

interviews spanned several related topic areas including content and processes in 

classrooms, institutional structure, where faculty have found support for this work and 

1 



what has hindered their prqyess. Much work on curiicuIum transformation described in 

the fi'ii-aiure has ken  based in university settings, driven primarily by faculty from 

women's 2-d ethnic studies, and been based on identification of the androcentric nature 

of c~~rriculum. This study contributes to this literature with faculty views hn a 

community college setting, witb the direct involvement of faculty from a variety of 

disciplines, and with the furdings which emphasize abilityldisability and language as 

major factors for consideration in transforming curriculum for equity purposes. 

The purpose of this thesis is two-fold. First, I examine several major forms of 

pedagogical literature (e-g., feminist and critical pedagogy) that are concerned with the 

question of curriculum transformation. While vast, this pedagogical literature is often 

examined in isolated ways. Since the focus of my thesis is on a single institution and the 

"practice" of curriculum transformation within it, it is necessary to consider this wide 

range of literature in conjunction with one another. In so doing, I focus on several 

dimensions of equity -- gender, race, social class, sexual orientation, and ablebodiedness - 

- and suggest that these factors must be considered in ways that account for their 

intersections. As part of this project, transformation needs to be understood not as revision 

or integration or mainstreaming which suggest the addition of material on women, on 

other cultures, and so forth measured against established norms (Butler, 1991). 

Transformation means that such factors are underlying themes and specific topics within 

all courses and programs. 

Second, I argue that cwriculum transformation is not just a matter of what is 

taught in the classroom and how. To transform curriculum faculty told me that attention 



must be paid to the college environment outside the classroom, in particular, to college 

structures and policies that either inhibit or f~cilitate the processes. Curriculum 

transformation requires, however, not only administrative and faculty support both 

philosophica!ly and fmancially; it also requires employment equity. I exarninc thc 

relationship between employment and educational equity by posing the question of 

whether ontological experience is required to speak legitimately ahout people other than 

one's own "group". I argue that a distinction between understanding and knowledge may 

be helpful and that those with knowledge (theoretical and ontological] must take on 

leadership roles to achieve educational equity while haying the support of tho.% who havc 

come to understand. The requirement for this knowledge then makes employment equity 

vital to the work on curriculum transformation to achieve educational equity. 

BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM: 

Educational equity is a central purpose of public education, and the Douglas 

College policy refers to it as an "equal opportunity in education."' The policy states that 

the College is determined to "identify and remove any discriminatory barriers which 

prevent access to equal opportunity in employment and ed~cation."~ Defining what is 

meant by "equal opportunity" and clarifying what identifying and removing barriers means 

in practice is central to this research. If we accept relevancy as important for studcnt 

learnins, then these policy statements imply that curriculum content and proccsscs, and 

or,omizational tltn~cmre md fmction, a pssible ba.rriers, z e  open to examination . To 

' Douglas College Policy A02.01.06 Emplovment and Educational Equity, Effective dalc: Jmuiuy 27. 



achieve education& equity external College relationships with the provincial government 

and other post-secondxy institutions also require examination. However, such an 

examination is beyond the scope of this research, which is already complex and broadly 

defined. 

The research is based within an institution well known to me. I have worked for 

the past eight years for the College as an adult educator, which is a faculty position. I 

plan community adult education courses, programs, workshops, and conferences in several 

areas including women's progams. My current responsibility is continuing education for 

social services practitioners. As a result of this work particularly in the area of women's 

programs, I have developed a sense of both the need for educational programs for the 

community in this area and a need to bring fzminist perspectives to the "regular" 

curriculum within the Coffege. Through my studies over the past five years at Simon 

Fraset University I have had the opportunity to expicre 3% concept further. It has 

developed into my interest on educational equity and into this research project. 

The research project is timely for several reasons. First, the College has changed 

its structures recently in ways that could impact on educational equity. These changes 

include the establishment in 1991 of a committee to work on Employment and 

Educational Equity. The terms of reference of this committee have been developed and 

approved, and this committee has carried out a census of all employee groups for 

repmenusion of women, Ahriginat people, persons wifh disabilities, and pople who 

b m r a e n  nf F ~ n l ~ n 1 ~  s r l n t  rr&Gtxr  am 
- .  

LGba- i ~ + A ~ w I v t i J & x I i ~ x c j  a vmbk minority in Cmada. The faculty profile 

developed &om the census data is presented later in the discussion on the need for linking 



educational and employment equity. The census is a first step taken by the College with 

respect to employment equity. Until my thesis research was proposed, educational equity 

in the College had not yet been investigated. The study is intended to give some 

background to the work on educational equity, and a baseline of information about what 

some faculty are thinking and doing related to developing educational equity. This study 

then can facilitate the work of the Committee as outlined in their terms of reference. 

The research can be a catalyst for the discussions and actions required. Thcre is 

interest in the research from participants and because it was done while I was on a paid 

educational leave there is a requirement for circulation and presentation. The participants 

in the research itself are all faculty members who influence decision making and have 

control of curriculum within their classrooms and their disciplines. Consequently, there 

is potential for the research to influence the decisions being made about educational 

equity. 

Second, the research is timely in that many of the research participants recognize 

that the changing nature of the students at the College requires a rethinking of some of 

the college's policies and practices. As well, reflecting on their own experience and 

expertise, many faculty are reconsidering curricular content and processes in light of the 

changing demographics in the student population. My anaiysis shows the ways that some 

faculty are responding to such changes. As the discussions of the implications of changing 

: :dent demographics are irndertaken and continued, their input is essential. Their 

knowledge helps to formulate policies and practices as well as establish cunicuiar conErit 

and processes. 



Third, most literature on educational equity, particularly on curriculum 

transformation, has focused on university settings (e.g., McIntosh, 1983; 1990; Warren, 

1989). Given that community colleges are often the site of first entrance to the post- 

secondary system there is a need to understand curriculum transformation within this 

context My research provides valuable information on existing efforts at one college to 

transform curriculum. Fourth, the research is timely as it indicates the need to understand 

the implications of educational equity for institutions as a whole rather than limiting this 

transformative work to classroom curricular content alone. College systems themselves 

require transformation. 

Since this study is concerned with understanding curriculum transformation within 

an institutional context, it is important to discuss several features of the college: the 

population it serves, the programs it offers, and the committee structure it uses to 

facilitate educational equity. The College is located in the Lower Mainland of British 

Columbia. It is a moderately large college in relation to others in the province. Each year 

it serves approximately 7000 students in the credit portion of the College and upwards 

of 20,000 participants in community adult education programs. The average age of the 

credit students at the College is twenty-four years. More than 50% are women. As the 

percentages of people from various races, and ethnicities in the community at large grow 

so too does the diversity of the student body.3 

The College was developed in the late 1960's along with other similar institutions 

in an effort to serve specific communities and thus provide wider access to post-secondary 

Fall Registration Survey, (1994). Douglas College: Institutional Research and Development. The data 
did not indicate specific ethnic groups of students. . 



education throughout the province Oennison, 1995). These colleges are less costly than 

university education, and closer to home for many students not living near a university. 

These institutions concentrate on teaching and learning with no official requirement for 

research. Thus teaching, rather than research, is fundamental to these institutions which 

makes the question of curriculum transformation particularly central. 

The College offers a variety of programs. They include: university transfer courses 

in the arts and humanities, social sciences, sciences and mathematics, criminology, and 

English and communications; developmental programs in adult basic education and 

English as a second language; health and social services applied programs somc of which 

are university transfer; business and commerce programs; physical education and 

recreation programs; and a wide variety of short-term, part-time courses and programs for 

the community. Support services offered by the college haw increased accessibility for 

people who face barriers to education. In particular there are faculty experts on students 

with disabilities. The College has specific career programs and preparation for career 

programs for people with physical, emotional, and mental handicaps. Support for students 

with disabilities in regular programs is provided by Disabled Student Services with 

personnel that include faculty and staff experts on adaptive materials, supplies, and 

resources. As well as programs and services for students with disabilities, the College has 

maintained a staffed women's centre which is both a resource centre and a place to meet 

and study for women in the College and the surrounding community. Another vital 

support service is the oftice of the First Nations Services Coordinator. The Coordinator 

provides support to First Nations students in the College, and does on-going education for 



the rest of the College and the community on First Nations issues. Given the diverse 

nature of the programs at the college level the discussions of curriculum transformation 

are necessarily broad. The faculty who participated in this study represent a broad base 

of faculty from across the CoIIege. 

The College has several college-wide committees each of which have powers to 

infltience educational equity. Three committees are particularly important: the Education 

Council, the Cc;lle,oe-wide Professional Development Committee, and the Employment and 

Educational Equity Committee. The Education Council approvzs educational policy, 

programs, and plans of the College. Until 1994 the Education Council was only advisory 

to the College management and ultimately the College Board. The lack of decision- 

making power affected the workings of the Council in that although for the most part the 

Council decisions were adhered to, there was always the possibility that its advice would 

be overlooked. The Council consisted of two faculty representatives from each 

department, staff representation and ex-officio administrative representation. With the 

1994 revisions to the provincial Colleges and Institutes Act (Bill C22) the Education 

Conncil now consists of one faculty repres~ntative elected from each department, 

administrative representation from middle and senior management, as well as elected staff, 

student, and Board representatives. The function of the Council has also changed. It now 

assumes joint authority with the government-appointed College Board over educational 

policy and other matters. As well, prior to the revisions to the Act, there were no official 

faculty, staff, or student representatives on the College Board. Now the Board has both 

government appointed members, and internally elected representatives from the faculty, 



staff, and students. Previously, representatives from these groups attended the open public 

meetings, but had only some voice and no vote. The "closed" sessions did not include 

these representatives. 

With these structural changes faculty will now have formal authority to support 

or deny educational initiatives. Educational equity policy and practices will come before 

both the Education Council and the Board for formal approval. Thus who is elected to 

Education Council and the College Board will in part determine the possibilities o f  

promoting educational equity and, ultimately, curriculum transformation. 

' The College-wide Professional Development (CW PD) Committee consults with 

the faculty development coordinator to identify educational needs of faculty members and 

to offer specific educational opportunities on a College-wide basis. The Committee is 

important as professional development is viewed as essential in the work on educational 

e q ~ i t y . ~  

The Employment and Educational Equity Committee, mentioned previously (p. 4), 

while not having college-wide representation from every department, docs have college- 

wide impact. This committee was formed in 1991 as a result of collective bargaining 

between the College Management and the Faculty Association. It was designated to 

examine the employment status, within the College, of people from the four federally 

designated equity groups. Although the College is not required to meet federal 

employment equity requirements, the Letter of Understanding by which the Committee 

Literature on curriculum transformation makes the point that on-going cross-disciplinary faculty 
development opportunities are essential. Schuster and Van Dyne (1984); Spanier (1984); Schmitz (1984); 
and Butler and Walter (1991) are but a few examples of authors who make this point. 



was constituted stipulares that the situation should be studied, but no remedial programs 

can be stated wi-ihoui the agreement of both signing parties, being the Faculty 

Association and the College Management. At approximately the same time (Spring, 1991), 

the College Management was also negotiating with the staff union on pay equity. With 

the agreement of all parties the Committee expanded to inclcde staff and students, rather 

than only faculty and administration. Two representatives from each group make up the 

Committee. Each constituency of the committee also makes an effort to have its 

representatives be people from the four equity groups. The mandate of this Committee 

includes policy development, the formation of guidelines to assess programs, services, and 

systems, and the assessment and implementation of recommendations that result from the 

use of the established guidelines. The work done to date has included drafting and gaining 

final approval of the committee's :ems of reference, doing the census of all College 

employee groups, reporting back on the census to the Education Council and management, 

and providing me with feedback for this research. 

These college structures provide mechanisms for critical discourse and action on 

employment and educational equity. They are regulated by policies and plans of the 

CoIlege some of which provide a site for discourse. Policies such as Personal and Sexual 

Harassment, as well as Employment and Educational Equity, are in place at the College, 

although they continue to be up-dated and revised as the issues are discussed and better 

understood. Particular pieces of the College's stated philosophy and goals appear to 

support the work on employment and educational equity, n e  Douglas College Goals 

statement (see Appendix A) includes several comments which support accessibility to a 



comprehensive range of programs and courses. Of particular significance to this study is 

the f is t  goal which is "to provide an environment that weicomes and responds to the 

multicultural and diverse nature of our ~ociety."~ Another College goal is "to provide 

appropriate student services md education programs for students wi!h a wide diversity of 

age, Sackground, experience, interests and special needs. "6 This recognition of diversity 

is central to the argument for curriculum transformation. However, the interpretation of 

such statements is frequently controversial. Who defines the "needs" is in itself a complex 

issue. First, as Newson and Buchbinder (1988) suggest growing corporate influences on 

how universities interpret need is problematic; so too is the lack of critique of thcsc 

linkages, and the lessening role of the university as liberal social transformer. Second, 

diverse interpretations of "needs" exist even amongst those who believe in educational 

equity. Third, such statements can be argued as being merely rhetorical, not representing 

practice. Finally, the legal requirement for colleges to operate on a balanced budget rather 

than allowing deficit fmancing, in part, limits initiatives. Flexibility in internal budgeting 

is a possibility, but is limited. Despite such problems, these statements do provide an 

operating discourse that various groups can use in their struggles over curriculum 

transformation. 

Also important in understanding the environment of this study is to consider thc 

College within the provincial context. This is essential as post-secondary institutions are 

linked through articulation processes, dependent upon provincial funding mechanisms, and 

Douglas College Goals - Policy BOl.Ol.O3T, Effective date: September 22. 1994. 

%id - 
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influenced by the priorities established by the government. Thus the possibilities for 

change in curriculum and within the system are significantly affected by the government. 

The College falls under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Skills, Training, and Labour. 

The Ministry is the primary funding source for the College. It is also the approval agency 

for programs to be offered at the College. This Ministerial approval process occurs in two 

separate stages -- educational and funding. Following the development of new programs, 

usually done by faculty, the work is submitted by the College administration for 

educational approval. Subsequently, funding approval is sought, but despite educational 

approval funding is not guaranteed. This may result in new programs not being offered 

or new programs being offered only if the College cuts other programs. Needless to say 

the lengthy process and the lack of funding approval in many cases results in frustration 

for faculty and administration. 

Moreover, the overall focus of the Ministry appears to be on skills training and 

entry to jobs. The Skills Now! program is the primary initiative on the part of the 

Ministry of Skills, Training, and Labour with over $100 million allocated to this program. 

The concentration on "skills" for employment through "innovative" technological 

programs and community partnerships with business indicates that the interest of the 

government is on addressing unemployment through direct employment-related skill 

development and training not curriculum transformation to promote educational equity. 

However, the Ministry has initiated work on curriculum md system 

kmsformation. tVii3in ;he overall context of Minisiry initiatives, this area has relatively 

iow priority. Notwithstanding, in 1994, at least one contract has been let to an 



independent consultant "to develop guidelines for curriculum developers and reviewers 

in the post-secondary education system to ensure fair and unbiased treatment of members 

of the four Federally-designated equity groups in any curriculum they develop" (Penncy, 

1994). The outcomes of this contract are a set of questions to be asked when building or 

revising ctlrriculum, the development of workshops of varying lengths to facilitate the use 

of the guidelines, and a review of why such guidelines are important. 

I was a participant in a focus group originating from this contract, along with 

various other faculty and administrators from Lower Mainland Colleges who were also 

interested in equity issues. Within the focus group meeting I attended, people rcadily 

identified that gender should not be an added-on topic, but rather an underlying theme to 

all that we do, and that gender considered alone and in isolation from race, class, sexual 

orientation, disability, age, etc. would be problematic. Although this makes the concepts 

far more complex, therc was acknowledgement within the focus group that without such 

consideration the efforts would be unfruitful. 

Sometimes efforts to include study of women's issues in the curriculum have 
resulted in further marginalization, especially if they are seen as extra or 
supplementary to the mainstream curriculum. Women's studies courses are 
valuable in and of themselves but women's perspectives, experiences, 
achievements and values as well as the problems of gender, class, and race must 
also be integrated into the mainstream curriculum. (Penney, 1994) 

The questions developed as a result of this contract facilitate work on curriculum 

transformation. This thesis explores how some faculty have been working to transform 

the curriculum in their areas. The fact that the provincial Ministry allocated money 

towards the contract discussed above is evidence that the work faculty are doing in this 

area is understood to be important. 



THE PROCESS OF IPWESTIGATTON: 

This reseuch represents a case study of an institution struggling to meet the 

challenges presented by di~ers i ty .~ The case study is based on interview information, 

College policy and census data, as well as my knowledge of the college environment 

gained through working in the institution. A case study of an institution struggling with 

the issues raised by diversity in the population is important in that the particularities of 

the institution determine, in part, the required action necessary for changes8 

This research project was designed to explore with some faculty from various 

disciplines what they are doing to take account of the differences of experience and 

perspectives brought to their classroom by the students. This exploration was done 

through a two stage process. 

First, after the thesis proposal was approved at the University and by the Ethics 

Committee at the College, I met with the Employment and Educational Equity Committee 

to review the interview questions (Appendix B) with them. This was done for two 

purposes. I wanted input to the questions from them as they are a group of people with 

the interest and expertise to know whether the information being sought was practical and 

7 Butler and Walter (1991) state that "the greater presence of minorities of colour and white women on 
college and university campuses clearly raises the question of essential change within the academic 
community structure" (p. 4). 

%einhan (1992) presem many feminist m e  stirdies to illus&iaie the diversity of methocis used. She 
begins her chapter 'Feminist Case Studies' with a quote from Carroli (Ed) 1976 p. xii which states "[tlheory 
must remain at best h p & e t i d ,  at wont umed and barren [unless we have detailed] case studies and 
surveys dealing with the experience of selected groups of women in diverse cultures and time periods". Case 
studies are essential to the understanding of complex situations. While illustrating the particularities of one 
situation, they can be used to suggest possible outcomes in other situations. In this ease, the requirement 
to msform cumculum to take account of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, etc. suggests possible 
approaches and potential problems for other institutions struggling to meet tbe challenges of diversity. 



thus applicable. I hope the results of the research will provide valuable information and 

direction for this Committee and the work it sets out to do on the issue of educational 

equity. Thus the aim of the research is to be a catalyst for further work -- in other words, 

action-oriented re~earch.~ 

Second, I notified all faculty at the College through their mailboxes that I was 

seeking participants for the research. Participants were asked to consent to a one to two 

hour semi-structured interview on educational equity. They received the interview guide 

ahead of time, they understood that participation in the research was confidential, and 

interviews were all taped and later transcribed. Taping was optional but none of the 

participants disagreed with its use. The information obtained through the interviews was 

analyzed for general themes and specific thoughts and recommendations. The questions 

during the interview were categorized into discussion of educational equity, its relation 

to College policies and faculty development, and general discussion about resources, 

limits and barriers, and enablers for work on educational equity. The material is woven 

together here to give a rich and complex picture of educational equity and its tie to 

employment equity as well. 

The original aim of the proposal for research was to conduct ten interviews. As 

the response to my request for participants grew beyond ten, I continued to arrange 

interviews particularly because the respondents were coming from many different areas 

of the College. The broader range of participants gives the research a greater range of 

Barnsley and Ellis (1992) refer to participatory action research a$ 'Be systematic collection and 
analysis of information for the purpose of taking action and making change" (p. 9). Also Lather f 1988) 
believes that "feminist action research must be oriented to social and individual change because feminism 
represents a repudiation of the status quo" (p. 175). 



applicability and demonstrates interest in educational equity on a wide base. 

As a result of the response from faculty I conducted over double the number of 

interviews originally planned. Though a few said they responded in order to "help me 

out" the majority of participants clearly indicated their interest in the subject area. They 

all said there is a need to address, in some fashion, the fact that they are teaching and 

working in an environment where the student body is multicultural in nature, has at least 

50% women, has many students who have disabilities (physical, mental, and emotional), 

and some First Nations people, although they are decidedly under-represented. As the 

student population more closely reflects the community at large than the faculty group, 

individual faculty members acknowledged that major change needs to occur, 

As the interviews proceeded, I found that they became even less structured than 

intended. In many ways they were more conversations about the issues than question and 

answer sessions. The idea was not to csmpare responses, but rather to generate a range 
w 

of ideas on implementing the concept of educational equity.'' For the most part, this 

procedure enabled me to gain further information and encouraged the participants to 

elaborate on their points." Participants were able to qualify their responses and to fill 

in the background and history of their answers. Although a more structured method (e.g., 

a survey) may have provided greater standardization of responses, the depth and 

complexity of the responses would have been lost. Babbie (1989) notes that a weakness 

'O Andre (cited in Reinhan, 1992) argues that the purpose of data colIection and inteqretation in 
feminist interview research varies from traditional reasons of comparison and generalization. She interprets 
the diversity of responses in her research as representing greater clarity on the reality of homemakers' lives. 

" Raymond (cited in Rei-z 1992) favours open-ended questions because the process "maximizes 
discovery and description" (p. 18). 



of survey research can be the artificial and/or superficirti level of responses which m'rke 

it "difficult to gain a full sense of social processes in their natural settings" (p. 286). 

Surveys also can limit on-going response or action by not requiring dialogue (Reinham, 

1992). Though interviews may +&e more time and requir~ more complex analysis than 

a survey format, they can give a fuller picture of individual experiences. 

My personal knowledge of the College, its policies, procedures, structures, and 

personalities, lent valuable information to this case study. Feminist epistemologists (e.g., 

Code 1991; Harding 1986) argue extensively that "traditional" empiricai research can 

mislead as a result of masking the identities and connections that the researcher(s) bring 

to their work.'* Research done by people who are part of the setting of the research 

provide insights and understanding of the data which otherwise may be hidden.13 

As a faculty member doing research in my own work setting I am an insider. The 

continua of feminist viewpoints on "insider" knowledge -- from intense personal 

involvement with research participants to limited interaction, from the requirement for 

personal experience with the research content to believing such involvement must be 

avoided -- present the necessity to "feel" one's way through these complex debatesi4 and 

'2Mies (1983) argues that "contemplative, uninvolved 'spectator knowledge' must be replaced by active 
participation in actions, movements and struggles for women's emancipation" (p.124). This research is 
meant to result in further action. 

" Kirby and McKenna (1989) argue that research is political activity and requires the insight and 
understanding of people who "uadiWly"  live on the margins. "We care about the accessibility of research 
skitis because we -klieve that peopIe should have tbe opportunity to inform themselves, to participate in 
Oimssim md policy fmn&cm ad adymce &ir &t&rests !hrougb f i P $ h !  action. ... !hhg respacfl allows 
us to begin to rename our experience, and thus participate in creating knowledge we can use" fp. 170). 

I4 In her concluding chapter, Reinhan: (1992) recounts the various stances on the issue of "the 
involvement of the researcher as a personn (p. 258) and the "involvement of the people being studied" (p. 
263). 



to analyze the problems. As Reinharz (1992) argues a researcher's on-going working 

relationships with the participants may be strengthened as a result of research. In 

particular, my invoivement at work with several of the participants in the research has 

increased and become a source of support for the development of this thesis. Without the 

personal involvement with participants and connection to the content, my research would 

be less credible." As Harding (1986) suggests such an approach is fundamentally in 

opposition to the requirement of empirical science for distance from "subjects" and the 

content of study. Support for research done with participants known to the researcher, on 

a subject also known through personal experience, is supported in the literature on 

feminist methodofogy and epistemology (Collins, 199 1 ; Reinharz, 1992; Harding, 1986). 

However, direct connection to the research participants raises further issues with respect 

to confidentiality. As I have on-going conversations with several of the participants their 

comments, at times, refer back to interview material. In the presence of others I am left 

having to make on the spot decisions about how to respond knowing that some of what 

f know is a result of interviews held in confidence. Not attributing particular pieces to 

specific individuals in order to protect their confidence also leads to the possibility of not 

properly acknowledging sources. This feels a bit like walking a tight-rope at times, and 

is a complicating factor ii research in known settings with known participants. 

Initiating discussions through semi-structured interviews served as another catalyst 

l5 Collins' (1991) discussion of msiderfoutsider highlights that the viewpoint of the insider must be 
priviieped as the vanrage point pvides for more compiete understandings. Yet, Bia& women's lives 
povide both an "insider" and an "mtsider" point of view. As part of the Black community she has "insider" 
kmwled~e af afr cammrmity, and yet as part of of  p u p  who has traditionally worked as subordinate to 
white commurrity me- sbe has "insider" knowkdge of that community too from her perspective as an 
"OulSidef*. 



for on-going action.16 The interview methodology resulted in my being the "keeper" of 

information about the ideas, thoughts, and activities of some faculty on educational equity. 

Thus the research itself did little to initiate the cross-disciplinary dialogues required for 

action.I7 Focus groups may have facilitated action more readily. A recommendation as 

follow-up to this research is to initiate such groups.'' The research findings, however, 

are meant to act as a catalyst for future action. 

THE PARTICIPANTS: 

The College faculty members are central to this study. Of all employee groups, 

they have the mosr contact with students. They have the greatest control over the 

curriculum and what happens in the classroom. They are pivotal in developing ideas and 

practise about educational equity and curriculum transformation. The college census 

mentioned earlier provides a profrle of the faculty which serves as a useful comparison 

ro the group of faculty who participated in my study. 

The faculty were asked in the Fall of 1993 to participate in a College-wide census 

(mentioned on p. 4) initiated by the Employment and Educational Equity Committee. Of 

the faculty group there was a participation rate of 72% with an overall response rate for 

all employee groups of 78%. Women represented 66% of respondents to the census. 

I6 Mies (1983) argues that the starting point for feminist research "must be a commitment to changing 
the status quo" (p. 125). Kirby and McKenna (1989) argue action is a necessary component of research. 

Schuster and Van Dyne t 1984); Spanier (1984); Guy-Sheftall ( I  99 1 j; Jenrette and Adams (1992); and 
M a r e  and h g  (1992)que that interdisciplinary discussions and opportunities for faculty developmenl 
are important in the work on curriculum transformation. 

'* Duelli Klein (1983) argues that feminist methcdoIogy must look at "the overall conception of the 
research project -- the doing of femjnist research -- as well as the choice of appropriate techniques for this 
process, including forms of presenting the research results" (p. 89). 



When this figure is broken down by area of the College the percentages varied from 46% 

of respondents from the academic/university transfer portion of the College to 82% of 

respondents from the developmental education and student services areas of the College. 

The number of people who self-identified as Aboriginal in the census was so small that 

the data for all employee groups was amalgamated in order to preserve anonymity. 

Despite this grouping only 1% of respondents indicated they were aboriginal. Nine 

percent of census respondents indicated they were members of groups who are considered 

visible minorities in Canada. When this statistic is broken down further there are vivid 

indications that certain disciplines within each area have startling low numbers of people 

from visible minority groups. Several departments indicate no persons with disabilities. 

Overall 4% of respondents indicate they have a disability. 

Of the twenty-one participants in my research, seven were men and fourteen were 

women. Of the fourteen women two identified themselves as Indo-Canadian, one as 

Chinese-Canadian, one as having a disability, and one as having spent a significant part 

of her life in a lesbian relationship. The men were all of caucasian origin. None self- 

identified as gay nor as having a disability. Of the twenty-one participants interviewed, 

four work in the academic area of the College, ten in the applied programs area, two in 

the community programs area, and five in the developmental education and student 

services areas. The sample group in this research consisted of: 

- 66% women; 

- 14.3% visible minority group members; 

- 4.8% people with disabilities; and 



- 0% Fist  Nations people. 

In comparison to faculty respondents to the census noted above, the percentages of 

women and persons with disabilities were equivalent. The percentage of people who 

because of race andlor ethnicity are visible minorities in Canada was higher in this 

research than in response to the census. As noted in the recounting of the census, the 

proportion of First Nations people working at the College is extremely low. The samplc 

in this research reflects that. 

There were twenty-four responses to the mailbox announcement of the research 

and request for participants. Of these, twenty were fully interviewed and one was pcurially 

interviewed. The partial interview occurred as a result of a mix-up on interview times and 

a subsequent meeting that we both had to attend. Following this, the participant made a 

subsequent interview time, but did not show up and I was unable to reach her. However, 

I included her input as she had given time to the study and I wanted to acknowledge that 

commitment. Of the initial respondents, three were difficult to contact and to make 

appointments with due to their workloads during the research time period. However, as 

I progressed through the twenty interviews the amount of repeat information increased 

while new material decreased. Therefore, I decided that further interviewing would not 

result in substantially increased levels of information or knowledge. It must be 

acknowledged, however, that the self-seiection of faculty to participate in the research 

influences the outcomes. This research was not a general survey of faculty on attitudes 

about educational equity. The participants for the most part are people who are familiar 

with the issues involved. Many have been working on issues of cultural diversity, and the 



influences of gender, class, and ablebodiedness. They were able to contribute to the study 

as "experts" and as "insiders" who are knowledgeable about the question of the 

implementation of curriculum transformation. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY: 

This study brings together material from faculty who are already attempting to 

recognize and act upon the issues arising from the concepts of educational equity. The 

study implies that there is much change that yet needs to occur, but gives guidance to that 

work. The literature review and resulting theoretical framework of the research also 

provides direction for the work and resources for other educational equity work being 

undertaken. The implications are far reaching for the College. A long term vision of 

where we are trying to go needs to be forged, but short realizable objectives need also to 

be set (Schuster and Van Dyne, 1984; Schmitz, 1984). The short realizable objectives are 

important in that a sense of accomplishment is often a motivating factor for on-going 

work. This thesis provides evidence of some existing work being done at the College, 

some ideas for further work, and some indications of the possibility of backlash against 

the work on educational equity. Considerable turmoil can be created by challenging the 

essence of the work of faculty -- what and how we teach. Mechanisms for support and 

encouragement need to be set in place. Evaluation must also be undertaken to ensure that 

the transformations we are looking towards are coming to fruition. Providing education 

that reflects multiple perspectives and validates the lived experience of all students, and 

the communities of people with whom they live and work, though complex is ultimately 

a worthwhile goal. 



OUTLINE OF THE CHAPTERS: 

Chapter One has set the tone for the thesis by providing the background to the 

problem under investigation within the context of a particular community college. In the 

review of the literature in Chapter Two I argue that ideas from various pedagogical 

theories and przctices inform and support the work of curriculum transformation. 

Frequently discussed in isolation from one another, when brought together these theories 

can lead towards concrete action. In Chapter Three I present the interview data and argue 

that it supports the need to bring various pedagogical theories together. As well, the data 

raises issues about disabilities and language which I argue must be considered essential 

in the work on educational equity and yet is virtually ignored in much of the literature 

reviewed in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Four outlines the implications arising from the data. I argue that the work 

on educational equity must be system-wide, involving reviews of existing curriculum, 

policy, and practices. As well, it must be clearly linked to employment equity efforts in 

order to establish the required critical mass of people necessary to inform and support the 

work. A summary of the research is presented in Chapter Five. 



Chapter Two 

Curriculum Transformation: Bringing The Concepts Together 
-.a 

INTRODUCTION: 

Here I bring together ideas and concepts from critical, feminist and anti-racist 

pedagogical perspectives not strongly linked in other research and literature (Gore, 1993; 

and Luke and Gore, 1992), in order to argue that each contributes to the work of 

curriculum transformation to enable educational equity. This chapter begins by examining 

the changing definition of educational equity in order to provide a framework for the 

discussion of curriculum transformation as a critical component. I argue that utilizing 

concepts and ideas from each of these radical pedagogical theories leads to understanding 

gender, race, class, sexual orientation, age, and ability as intersecting cultural components 

which further evolves the definition of educational equity. 

A brief examination of research similar to this thesis follows the discussion of the 

changing definitions of educational equity. The research examined have two 

similarities. First, ihe subject presented is diversity and equity issues. Second, the settings 

are colleges. I argue that the insights gained from my study highlight the need for a 

system-wide inclusive approach to meeting the challenges of educational equity. As well, 

my study provides further insights into language and disability as critical components of 



this work. 

Another aspect to consider within this framework is the general problem of who 

can teach, and who can or should lead this work. This discussion is based on an 

epistemological stance which claims a distinction between knowledge and understanding. 

The literature review, the theoretical framework implied, and the definition of terms 

described in this chapter ultimately argue for an inclusive curriculum. 

DEFINING EDUCATIONAL EQUITY: 

Educational equity has many meanings which have varied over time and depend 

on the political and economic contexts. Very broadly, it refers to the idea that all should 

have an equal chance to succeed in the educational system. Until the 1970's in Canada, 

those struggling for educational equity were largely concerned with promoting access to 

educational institutions. Since that time, the focus has increasingly been upon questions 

about what is being taught -- the content of education -- and how that may limit equality. 

As well, the question of what groups suffer from educational inequity has expanded. 

Exclusionary practices are based on social class, race, gender, disability, age and sexual 

Access arguments focus upon entry to institutions, particular programs within 

them, and to the resulting jobs and positions of power that were traditionally associated 

with post-secondary education (Briskin and Coulter, 1992). 

[Elqual educational opportunity for girls md women includes equal access to what 
is available to boys a d  men: equal access to subjects ir! the physical sciences and 
mathematics, to higher education, to higher paying jobs, to power, to respect and 
to learning. (Caskell, iMcLaren, and Novogrodsky, 1988 p. 84) 

Feminists identified barriers to post-secondary education and pushed for access for 



women through the provision of child care, part-time studies, supportive services, and 

better financial assistance (Orum, 1992). People with disabilities and their advocates 

argued for physicaI access, specialized services, and funding support. Attitudinal, 

architectural and other systemic barriers block access for people with disabilities (Scott, 

1993). While these remain fundamentally important issues with respect to access, the 

definition of educational equity has developed further to include the content, processes, 

and structures of the institutions themselves (Orum, 1992). 

As more people from marginalized groups gain access to post-secondary education 

they may find that the institutions do not meet their learning needs, in content, in 

processes which are familiar or make sense, andlor in the overall structure of the 

institution. As the face of the student body changes within community colleges in British 

Columbia, them is an increasing need .to examine the curriculum to assess its 

appropriateness and relevance for the students, their community of study and of practice. 

.4ccommodations made for students with disabilities, women, and other marginalized 

groups have now begun to focus on cuniculum. The equity question has been increasingly 

defined as a problem of "outcome" rather than just "access" to educational institutions. 

This shift in focus requires looking at the process of education, especially curriculum and 

pedagogy, and how inequality is produced within education itself. As well, the 

"environment", institutional structure and climate, as a whole is significant, not just the 

classroom (Sandler with Hall, 1986; Caplan, 1993). Both Sandler with Hall, and Caplan 

focus on the climate of academic institutions for women students and employees. Caplan 

comments on the maleness and heterosexuality of academic settings and argues that life 



in the academy for women is significantly impacted by such a climate. She gives 

checklists for assessing institutions for their climate w i ~ l  respect to women. Lit'Je is 

mentioned about the content of courses or programs in contributing to the climate of an 

institution. Sandler also highlights problems (e.g., selection and promotion processes) 

faced by women in academic settings and includes a section on planning a program on 

the professional climate for women in academe. Also included is an institutional self- 

evaluation questionnaire which highlights areas (e.g., policies) an institution will want to 

evaluate to improve climate. Within this list are curriculum issues. Listing curriculum as 

one issue to examine skims over the complexity of curriculum transformation. Faculty 

participants in my study clearly link the institutional climate to the efforts to achieve 

educational equity through curriculum transformation. 

The teaching content and processes of post-secondary education have traditionally 

been determined by professors, mainly white men from middle and upper class 

backgrounds, who themselves had been educated in similar formats (Smith, 1975; 

Spender, 1980). Many writers have written at length on the problems of content designed 

primarily by those who possess privileges of race, social class, and gender. As Smith, 

who focused on gender, writes: 

Men attend to and treat as significant only what men say. The circle o f  men 
whose writing and talk was significant to each other extends backwards in time 
as far as our records reach. What men were doing was relevant to men, was 
written by men about men for men. Men listened and listen only to what one man 
says to another. A tradition is formed in this discourse of the past within the 
present. The themes, problematics, assumptions, metaphors, and images are fr,rrned 
as the cmle  of hose present draws upon the work of the past. From this circle 
women have been to a large extent excluded. They have been admitted to it only 
by special licence and as individuals, not as representatives of their sex. They can 
share in it only by receiving its terms and relevances and these are the terms and 



relevances of a discourse among men. (Smith, 1991 p. 233 as cited in Gaskell & 
McLaren) 

Spender argues that leaving in place the curriculum predetermined by men in fact 

devalues the knowledge of women. And not only women, but also men who are not part 

of the "ruling" class." 

When the aim is to provide women with exactly the same education as men there 
is an underlying assumption that the msle way is the right way, and that one of 
the solutions to women's oppression lies in having women receive an equal share 
of the fruits of the ostensibly superior male educational diet ... Women have ~ 1 ~ j s d  
virtually no part in determining the shape and form of education in our society. 
The models of education were firmly established and were within male control 
before women began their fight to enter educational institutions. Those models of 
education are still formulated and controlled by males (Spender, 1980 p. 20). 

Students and teachers must see themselves reflected in the lives and the materials 

that they are studying. Women's perspectives and knowledge as well as that of men of 

colour, people from lower socio-economic classes, people with disabilities, and lesbians 

and gays must be taken into account in education. Knowing that we learn best when we 

see the relevance of what we are studying, it does not seem an unreasonable eupectation 

that college classrooms take into account gender, race, class, sexual orientation, and 

ablebodiedness of both the students who are learning and the community in which they 

may seek to live and work. Such an expectation requires curriculum transformation which, 

as Butler (1991) argues, "reflects all of us, egalitarian, communal, non-hierarchical, and 

I P Guy-Sheftall (1991) states that "the typical college curriculum is based upon a world view that is 
largely eurtxentric and that it does not reflect the fact that more than half the world's population are female 
md people of colour" tp. 305). Similady, Minriich (1990) argues &at "the problem we still have today in 
thinking well about the rich diversity of humankind is expressed by the observation that, at the beginning 
of the dominant Western tradition, a paiticular group of privileged men took themselves to be the hclusive 
term or kind, the norm, and the ideal for all" (p. 2) and "there is a root problem at the base of the dominant 
meaning system that informs our curricula - a tangle that results from taking the few to be the inclusive 
tenn, the norm, and the ideal for all" fp. 177). Schuster and Van Dyne (1985) argue that "attention to race 
and class also brings into view the experience of most men who had been absent from the syllabus" (p. 23). 



pluralistic" (p. 73). This results in challenging the ways that knowledge is constructed, 

the power relations within disciplines and institutions, the disciplinary structure or 

separations themselves, and the content and the process of teaching and learning. 

Transformation rejects the ideas of mainstreaming, enrichment, balancing, and integration 

because they leave in place the norms against which all other material is measured 

(Schuster and Van Dyne, 1984; Spanier, 1984). Transforn~ative efforts within other 

colleges provide guidance for the work on educational equity. I provide a few examples 

below to highlight the efforts being made while noting how my study with faculty experts 

both c o n f m s  much of what the literature says about curriculum transformation efforts 

and augments it by noting particular components which are infrequently considered in a 

critical way. 

ENHANCING DIVERSITY IN COLLEGES: 

Descriptions of college approaches to enhancing pluralism and diversity range in 

the literature from discussion of specific course content changes, to broader overall 

institutional approaches. Other research has focused on curriculum transformation for the 

purposes of equity and social justice. 

Several studies (e.g., LaBare and Lang, 1992; Kappner, l99C)/Y 1; and Kayes, 1992) 

support the need to take an inclusive approach to curriculum transformation. This means 

that all s e a s  of the College are open for consideration. Incorporating curricular 

transformation work into the existing faculty development activities was noted by LaEarc: 

and Lang (1992). Faculty at Bloomfield College, New Jersey, siudied their own cunicula 

with a critical eye io its representation of gender, race, ethnicity and class. As a result of 



this examination they chose to adopt a model that infused new understandings, 

perspectives and materials into the curriculum. Faculty control of the program and process 

was essential. Kappner (1990/91) begins her description of the Borough of Manhattan 

Community College's attempt to enhance pluralism and diversity by emphasizing that "in 

the urban community college [this] requires an institution-wide approach with strong 

leadership and commitment from the president" (p. 17). The approach involves every level 

of the institution and connections to the community. Direct links are made between 

curricular change e f f~ r t s  and co-curricular programs such as Black History Month and 

Women's History Month, and to other community-based cultural events. Faculty 

development activities range from cross-disciplinary discussions and summer institutes to 

supporting women and other minority faculty to complete their dissertations through 

provision of time and money, thus enabling their promotion to higher rankings wiihin the 

institution. Kappner argues that: 

an institutional plan is most effective when it can be integrated into the everyday 
goals and work of specific areas, teams, or committees. It is most effective when 
individuals can be held accountable for outcomes and when the chief executive 
officer makes it a major priority. (p. 20) 

The results of this approach at the Borough of Manhattm Community College includes 

an increase in representation of minority faculty and staff, a strengthened promotional 

process as a result of enhancing the credentials of women and minorities, enthusiastic 

faculty participation and interest in professional development and co-curricular activities, 

strengthened relationships with various community groups, increased siudent retention 

rates, and high morale amongst faculty and staff. 

Kayes (1992) describes the work at PxHand College, I l b o i s  on access, equity 



and cultural diversity. She argues that the mission of community coIIeges must be to 

address these issues. She quotes Dr. Zelema Harris, the president of Parkland College to 

emphasize her points. 

To create a climate of inclusiveness, every community college should not trivializc 
diversity but face real issues: the major increases in minority enrolments without 
concomitant increase in minority faculty and administrators; gender and race 
biased curricula; and the exclusive use of a teaching method, the lecture, which 
is the least effective way for adults to learn. (p. 85) 

Parkland has General Education objectives that are "pertinent to cultural diversity 

principles" (p. 87) for students, faculty development workshops which feature scholarship 

in equity areas, a college-wide committee on access, equity and cultural diversity, and 

strong presidential support. In addition, Kayes description of Parkland raises the issue of 

pedagogy for consideration in this work. Each of these components are essential to the 

work on curriculum transformation to achieve educational equity. 

Linking educational equity efforts to employment equity programs is an important 

feature of the research examined here. To realize outcomes of affirmative action Kappner 

(1990/91) states that an extensive early retirement package was offered to faculty and the 

President has veto power on search committee processes which are not extensive enough. 

Phelps (1990/91) also supports the need to build inclusive community colleges. He clcarly 

ties educational and employment equity together. The approach taken in the Los Angeles 

Community College District includes an early retirement package and subsequent 

affmative action hiring. He also emphasizes the importance of campus climate in 

achieving educational equity and the need for leadership from the "top". 

One of these studis, Kappner (1990/91), emphasi7xs the importance of language 



particularly with respect to increasing the retention of minority students. The Borough of 

blanhatm Cornrnu~ity College provides summer and winter-break preparatory programs 

that include English as a second language instruction. While focusing on retention rates 

of particular student groups within the College, the outcome of increased language 

competency leads to improved ability to participate in critical dialogue within the 

classroom, Language is a primary issue of concern of faculty within my research and is 

discussed at greater length in Chapter Four. 

These examples suggest the need for institution-wide approaches, the involvement 

and commitment of senior administrative personnel, the linking of employment equity 

poIicies and practices to curricuIum transformation efforts to achieve educational equity, 

and an interconnected and broad definition of diversity. Pedagogy, the "how" of 

teachingfiearning must also be linked to the discussion of content, the "what" of 

teachinghearning. Finally, language is a component of educational equity that requires 

careful consideration. 

DIMENSIONS OF CURRICULUM TRANSFORMATION: 

Cumculum transfornation as an essential component of educational equity arises 

from various radical pedagogics. The work of critical and feminist pedagogists and anti- 

racist educators demonstrate various dimensions of curriculum transformation. These 

works provide useful conceptualizations for advancing the possibility of curriculum 

transformation. Considering these theories in relation to one another is essential to realize 

the transformation of curriculum. Gore (1993) argues that "the discourses have failed to 

recognize and nurture alliances which could prove fruitful for specific projects ..." (p. 18). 



Kenway and Modra (1992) point out that the connection between the pedagogical work 

in women smdies and the work nf feminists within education is insufficient. This, they 

argue, leads to a loss of powerful support for the work in women studies. As well, they 

argue that women studies pedagogy has tended to use Freire's work without critical 

analysis, despite the evidence that critical pedagogy fails to engage the issue of gender. 

These pedagogical theories often overlap. However, distinct bodies of thought 

remain within each. And each rarely refers to the other (Gore, 1993). To further the work 

in each of the radical pedagogics it is necessary to build communication between the 

distinctive stands within critical and feminist pedagogy and between them (Luke and 

Gore, 1992; and Gore, 1993). While diverse perspectives are prevalent within feminist 

pedagogy with some recognition of race and ethnicity as factors within the lives of 

women, neither feminist nor critical pedagogy sufficiently take race and ethnicity into 

account. Therefore, anti-racist education theory needs to be considered within this overall 

discussion of the ideas which inform the concept of curriculum transformation to achieve 

educational equity. Further development of literature on the issues of disability and sexual 

orientation in relation to curriculum transformation is required in order to take these 

factors into account (see, for example, Britzman 1995). 

I present the radical pedagogical theories in an order that reflects to some extent 

their chronology to show their interconnections and development, and to lead to a more 

comprehensive understanding of intersections. This is a broad analysis of curriculum 

transformation looking at interconnecfions of various schools of thought. Such a broad 

view which looks at interconnections, inevitably necessitates a lack of depth- 



Cn'tid Pedagogy - Critical pedagogy is an educational field of theory and 

practise that is pariicularly concerned with power relations of teaching. It buiids upon a 

base in Paulo Freire's literacy work with peasants in Brazil. This strand of educational 

thought has elaborated useful concepts to explain educational inequality and failure and 

has developed strategies to help "empower" students, especially those from working class 

and minority group backgrounds. 

The idea that the teacher learns from students is a central component of critical 

pedagogy. The curriculum should not be something that teachers deposit in students but 

should be a product of egalitarian interactions between teachers and students. This insight, 

developed initially theoretically and practically, by Freire, has spawned a great deal of 

discussion and research on curriculum transformation. 

Freire (1970) is critical of traditional schooling which he describes as "banking" 

where the teacher determines what the student needs to know and "deposits" the 

information. Freire argues that such schooling does little or nothing towards developing 

the ability to think critically about one's lived situation and as a result it maintains the 

status quo of the society. In contrast Freire argues for pedagogy that educates for a critical 

consciousness and leads to social change. He believes that this happens in dialogue with 

others in similar situations with the teacher acting as a catalyst while also leming from 

ihe group. He describes critical pedagozy as education that allows people to consider their 

fives and the contradictions contained therein. Along with careful reflection climes action 

for social change -- praxis. 

Freire's ideas promote curriculum transformation in many ways. He challenges the 



concept of teacher-defined content and teacher as ultimate authority. As well, he 

recognizes the knowledge of the students from which the teacher also learns. These 

change both the nature of what is taught and learned as well as the process of that 

learning -- ultimately transforming the curriculum. 

A particularly systematic account of critical pedagogy is provided in McLaren's 

(1989) book Life in Schools. He is primarily concerned with power in the classroom and 

culture more generally. He argues that it is essential to transform the education system 

to one that serves students. The system must allow students to begin where they are, and 

to make their life experiences relevant. The purpose of critical education for McLaren is 

"to empower the powerless, and transform existing social inequalities and injustices" (p. 

160). He refuses to accept the idea that students are responsible for their own 

underachievement. He argues that critical pedagogy can be employed within the school 

setting. 

This work, Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed and other critical pedagogis~s deal 

primarily with oppression as a result of class status. They neglect to analyze critically 

oppression that results from gender, race, sexual orientation, disability. According to 

Henley and Young (1990) critical pedagogists have begun to recognize that oppression 

is based on many factors, and education can be both transformed and transformative. 

[critical pedagogy] rejectis] any notion of neutrality in the processes of schooling 
and assert[s] instead that in a world marked by inequalities of class, gender, race, 
region, sexual preference, physical ability and age, schools must be understood as 
being implicated in both the production and potential transformation of such 
inequalities. (p. 1) 



However, an in-depth analysis of oppressive factors other than class status has remained 

limited within critical pedagogy theory. 

The strengths of critical pedagogy theory are the recognition that students come 

to an institution with previously acquired opinions, understandings, and knowledge, that 

teachers can both teach and learn through dialogue with students, that curriculum content 

and process go together and are never neutral, and that learning happens not only within 

the classroom. All are major concepts in critical pedagogy which are components of 

educational equity and the work of curricul~im transformation. 

But as Ellsworth notes, in her influential 1989 article, the theory and practices of 

critical pedagogy are problematic. Her critique arose from attempts to practice critical 

pedagogy in a course on anti-racist pedagogies. She argues that central concepts, such as 

empowerment, student voice, dialogue and critical reflection need to be critically assessed. 

As well, she suggests that the literature on critical pedagogy is highly abstract and 

specifically fails to address operationalization. This is particularly significant in my study 

with practitioners which highlights actual practices to transform curriculum. 

Ellsworth acknowledges certain strengths of critical pedagogy: its reflection on 

classroom experience, and its "rejection of oppression, injustice, inequality, silencing of 

marginalized voices, and authoritarian social structures" (p. 300). She recognizes that the 

goals of critical pedagogy to support the development of students' reflective capabilities, 

and their ability to name oppressions and work for social change, are ultimately 

worihwhile. 

But she argues critical pedagogy, in its requirement for dialogue and reflection, 



assumes that students and teachers engage with each other in the classroom as fully 

rational subjects.The assumption of rational deliberation sets up as its opposite an 

irrational "Other" typically seen to be the "province of wonlen and exotic Others" (p. 

301). The use of "reason" becomes a vehicle for regulating conflict and the power to 

speak. "Reason" rests on the myth of the ideal rational person and the "universality" of 

propositions. 

Ellsworth further suggests that critical pedagogy fails to address the varying levels 

of power and privilege of teacher to students, and between students themselve~.'~ 

Ultimately Ellsworth argues that critical pedagogy leaves the authoritarian nature of the 

teacherlstudent relationship intact. It does not allow for empowerment of students who 

suffer from sexism, racism, and other forms of discrimination. It fails in its own goals to 

empower students and does not ultimately transform knowledge. 

Such requirements for engagement assume a commonality of language which 

allows for critical dialogue. This issue is generally ignored in the critical pedagogy 

literature I have reviewed. Even Ellsworth's discussion of dialogue within the context of 

operationalizing critical pedagogy neglects language as a major factor. Language, as 

mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, was a central concern to faculty participants in 

my research and essential to consider in operationalizing educational equity through 

curriculum transformation. 

Ellsworth also criticizes critical pedagogy for its lack of context yet her analysis 

also assumes a university setting and thus ignores other contexts where post-secondary 

20 Also Gore f 19%); and Kenway and Modra (1992). 
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education happens. The context of a community college setting, as in the case of my 

study, differs from a university with a balance of applied and academic studies, the 

presence of English as a Second Language and adult basic education programs, and with 

its focus on teaching and learning rather than research. These differences affect the 

operationalization of curriculum transformation. The demographics of the College, the 

emphasis on teaching/learning, and the link to the community through applied programs' 

practicum sites and advisory committees all influence the work of the college and 

ultimately the efforts to transform curriculum. 

Like Ellsworth other feminist proponents of critical pedagogy experienced "similar 

theoretical, political and pedagogical 'dissonance' with what the 'founding fathers' had 

conceptualized as a pedagogy for self- and social empowerment and for freedom from 

oppression" (Luke and Gore, 1992 p. 1). This 'dissonance', emerging from the lack of 

critical engagement with gender in critical pedagogy, led to growing discontent and the 

development of feminist pedagogy theory (Kenway and Modra, 1992). 

Feminist Pedagogy - Like critical pedagogy, feminist pedagogy embraces the 

concept of reflective pedagogy leading to action for social change (Briskin and Coulter, 

1992). But unlike critical pedagogy feminist pedagogy has its base in feminist theory and 

the women's movement (Briskin, 1990). 

In their introduction to the special edition of Canadian Journal of Education on 

feminist pedagogy Briskin and Coulter (1992) outline several themes central to feminist 

pedagogy including nurturing, experience, safety, power, and resistance. These themes, 

the authors suggest, help to address the neglect of gender in critical pedagogy, but also 



require critical assessment. For example, safety in the classroom has frequently been the 

feature of feminist pedagogy which assumes that women need a safe place to explarc 

their experiences and to learn from them about women's oppression (Manicom, 1992). 

However, the teacher as nurturer/mother undermines students' autonomy to be agents for 

themselves and others (Currie, 1992), and the safe, nurturant environment may not be the 

most conducive for learning (hooks, 1988). As well, Cunie notes that the teachcr as 

nurturerlmother blurs the power of the teacher in the classroom. These ideas about 

nurturance and power demonstrate some of the complexities of the teacher-student 

relationship and thus, in part, curriculum transformation. I turn now to other complexities 

identified in feminist curriculum transformation efforts such as the processes themselves, 

the resistance to feminist pedagogical work, and the intersections between gender, racc, 

class, sexual orientation, age, and ability/disability. 

Warren (1989) argues that feminist pedagogies are "central to any feminist 

curricular transformation project" (p. 50). Mclntosh's frequently cited work on 

transforming curriculum to include gender (1983), and later race ('1990), demonstrates the 

developmental phases of curricular transformation while presenting ideas on how to put 

feminist visions into practice. The five interactive phases outlined in her 1983 work 

describe a process of moving from a "womanless" curriculum where only "the greats", 

in other words great mez, are studied, to an zs yet l~ndefined fifth phase where common 

survival is the primary focus and there is recognition of the importance of attachment and 

connection between all people. As the curriculum transforms, a greater awareness of the 

exclusive nature of existing curriculum is developed. Phase three where there is 



recognition of the absence of women, encourages "feminist scholars to challenge the 

canons of the disciplines and seek to redefine the terms, paradigms, and methods through 

which all of human experience is understood" (Andersen, 1987 p. 236). This action 

furthers the development towards a fully inclusive curriculum. 

The overall process McIntosh describes signals that addition of material on women 

to an already overloaded curriculum is only the beginning of a transformative process. 

While feminist pedagogical theory clearly denounces simple addition of material on 

women as the solution to the absence of women in the curriculum, McIntosh refrarnes this 

as a preliminary phase in the development of an inclusive curriculum. 

In her 1990 work Mchtosh recognizes that the separation between gender and race 

is anathema to the processes of curricular and pel sonal transformation. Race can be seen 

as separable only in the first three phases, but gender, race, and class come togzther in 

inseparable ways in curriculum that reflects all people. This recognition on McIntosh's 

part indicates a development in her work which improves the applicability of her phase 

theory. 

Warren (1989) criticizes McIntosh's work by noting that "[als long as the current 

social realities of, for example, sexism, racism, classism, heterosexism, and ageism exist, 

we cannot leapfrog to some "humanist" place of equality and justice that includes us all" 

(pp. 48 - 49). She proposes a more complex model, adding phases to McIntosh's model, 

where we understand knowledge not only on men as humans, and humans as men, but 

on men as men being gendered, raced, classed, etc. In other words, the need identified 

within feminist pedagosy to recognize the diversity of women should also be applied to 



androcentric knowledge. She then argues that with this knowledge and with knowlcdgc 

of women, we can move to a phase where we consider gendered sub-iect arcas, and then 

finally to subject areas inclusive of all of us. 

McIntosh's and Warren's writings on curriculum transformation describe phased 

change in a linear fashion. These descriptions indicate a process which proceeds ti-om one 

step to the next in systematic fashion. But as Andersen (1987) argues, the actual process 

of transformation has "fluid" or seamless boundaries which is indicative oC a morc 

dynamic process than the linear descriptions indicate. The discussion of resistance to 

curriculum transformation efforts presented in Chapter Three illustrates how at any one 

time some faculty may have moved past adding outstanding women to the curriculum 

while others are rejecting the notion that current curriculum is male-biased. 

Resistance to feminist pedagogical efforts by students within the classroom, by 

those opposed to feminist transformation efforts, and by feminist teachers to the resistancc 

of students are features explored in writings on feminist pedag~gy.~'  Resistance irnplics 

that the work of feminist teachers is complex and variable (Weiler, 1988). Resistance to 

feminist teachers is mediated by race and ethnicity (Hoodfar, 1992). And the "backlash" 

against curriculum transformation projects is considerable amongst the traditional power 

elite within colleges and universities (Mojab, 1995). Within my study attitudes are 

identified by the majority of participants as the major barrier to curriculum mnsf'ormation 

for the purposes of equity. 

Overall, feminist pedagogy continues to explore ways to empower students to hc 

" Outlined by Briskin and Coulter (1992) and explored more fully throughout the edition of Canadian 
Journal of Education on feminist pedagogy. 



agents for progressive social change while also continuing its own development. Feminist 

pedagogy strengthens the critical pedagogy concept of dialogue about lived experience 

and furthers i t  by being rooted in the women's movement thus connecting the learning 

in the classroom with community (Briskin, 1990). Such connections elaborate the link 

between the classroom and the world. 

Feminist pedagogy is thus an essential part of curriculum transformation efforts. 

Recent feminist educational theory provides a base for the work on curriculum 

transformation to achieve educational equity by stressing the necessity of viewing gender, 

race, class, and sexual orientation as primary factors to be considered in decisions about 

curriculum content and process (Litner, et al, 1992). Feminist pedagogy has begun to 

address differences amongst women and to develop ideas about intersections between 

those differences. 

... feminist scholarship(s) slowly moved on not only to recognize the social and 
cultural differences among women but to hear and to recognize, though 
reluctantly, the other voices of feminism(s). We can now link oppression of 
women to other forms of oppression, thus making feminists' concerns and the 
agenda for social change broader than sexism. (Hoodfar, 1992 p. 304) 

However Hoodfar notes that "in practice, ... such a broadening of the feminist agenda has 

remained limited" (p. 316). She examines the nature of power for minority women 

teachers endeavouring to employ feministkritical pedagogy. Hoodfar's work is important 

in relation to this study for two reasons: the findings indicate a need for further 

employment equity; and the distinction between knowledge and understanding argued 

earlier implies that minority men and women and white women need to be in leadership 

roles within the institution to further the work on curriculum transformation to achieve 



educational equity. Her ideas are also useful because they help to further the ideas of 

feminist pedagogy by linkmg them to the work of anti-racist education. 

Anti-racist Education - From anti-racist education theory and practices, other 

important pieces are gained that inform curriculum transformation for educational equity. 

Anti-racist education concentrates on race as a primary factor contributing to oppression. 

Like critical and feminist pedagogics, anti-racist education names power as a ccntral issue 

(Thomas, 1987). 

Anti-racist education posits that diversity (per se) is not the problem. ... It is the 
significance that is attached to the differences, and more importantly, the way that 
differences are used to justify unequal treatment that is the problem - is . ,  racism. 
It is unequal power that limits the dimensions of one's culture which can be 
legitimately expressed. More significantly, it is unequal power that limits one's 
ability to earn a living, meet basic needs, make onc's voice heard. It is unequal 
power that makes the struggle for self-respect ... a formidable task. (p. 105) 

Dei (1993) argues that power relations, knowledge based on personal experience, 

and perspectives from different social groups are foundations of anti-racist education. He 

insists that "the starting point for anti-racist work ... is for the educator to problematize 

Eurocentric, white male privilege and supremacy, and the consequent social inequities in 

our pluralistic society" (p. 37). Like feminist pedagogy that rejects the simple addition of 

material on women, anti-racist education is not the simple addition of material on various 

cultures. Anti-racist education "is not added-on material; it is not a 'subject'. It is an 

attitude, a cast of mind, and it must permeate the curriculum" (Allingham, 1992 p, 19). 

Anti-racist education theory positions itself in relation to multicultural education 

(Thomas, 1987) by identifying racism as the fundamental problem rather than a lack of  

knowledge about other cultures. Multicultural education, as generally understood, posits 



that attitudinal changes are needed and focuses on the individual need for education to 

change attitudes. Anti-racist education, however, wants to discover from where the 

attitudes originate and what systems and structures keep them in place and what makes 

the attitudes seem as though they are natural or make "common sense". Again anti-racist 

education seeks to identify how relations of inequality are maintained. Multicultural 

education suggests that information about different cultures changes attitudes and that 

unfair institutional practices can be changed and made fair. Anti-racist educators definitely 

want attitudes and unfair institutional practices to change, but point out that information 

alone does not result in attitudinal change. Thomas (1987) argues anti-racist education, 

like feminist and critical pedagogy, has "emerged from critical community organizations 

and institutions" (p. 107). In addition, anti-racist education theory recognizes the 

significance of power and the systemic approach necessary for transformation. The 

distinctions, described by Thomas, between multicultural and anti-racist education are not 

as clear within my study nor in general use in the community. Definitions of 

multiculturalism range from narrow (e.g., issues affecting visible ethnic minorities only) 

to broad (e-g., concerns for all cultures, as determined by ethnicity, gender, class, etc.). 

This confusion over the definition of multiculturalism, however, disrupts the work on the 

issues of racism, sexism, etc. Thomas' work indicates a real need for either clear and 

agreed upon definitions of multiculturalism that include issues of racism etc. or alternate 

language to define anti-discriminatory education. 

Critical pedagogists have concentrated primarily on classism in the curriculum and 

on teacherlstudent relations; feminists have focused on gender as the key to subordination 



while race, class, and sexual orientation are mitigating factors, and they tend to 

concentrate on the content and process within the classroom; anti-racist educators 

recognize that gender and class are factors which must be considered, hut the elimination 

of racism is the focus. But the transformation of the cumculum requires more than just 

anti-classism, anti-sexism, andfor anti-racism. As recent writers are increasingly arguing, 

curriculum transformation is only possible if the intersections of these dimensions and 

others such as sexual orientation are given central attention. 

Taking critical, feminist, and anti-racist education theories together we form the 

basis for an examination of the intersections between gender, race, and class. Mentioned 

but not developed in this literature review is the impact of sexual orientation, 

ablebodiedness, and age. Each of these features also determine in part one's lived 

experience. The expertise of faculty and staff within the College with respect to 

facilitating education for people with disabilities is a valuable resource for the work on 

educational equity. The conceptualization of these features as intersecting moves us away 

from thinking about adding oppressions one on top of ths other. 

Interseetiom - An examination of the intersections between life-affecting factors 

such as gender, race, and class provides the framework ior ideas which facilitate the 

transformation of curriculum. Dei (1993) argues that "efforts to tackle issues of race, 

class, sexual and gender oppression ... are inexorably linked to the need for an alternative 

curriculum" (p. 42). Ellsworth"~ (1989) description of the struggle to do anti-racist work 

in the classroom while refusing to undermine the work of other gcoups lighting 

oppression points out the complexity of singling out a particular factor of oppression. Dei 



f 1993) argues that it is essential for students to understand that systems of oppression -- 

race, class, gender and sexuality -- are in dialectical relationship and are experienced as 

"interiocking systems of oppression" (p. 42). Spelman (1988, p. 115) notes the difficulty 

of thinking about gender, race and class in ways that do not obscure or underplay their 

effects on one another. As she suggests, the crucial question is how the links between 

them are conceived. In the case of Black women, sexism and racism do not have different 

"objects"; it is misleading to say simply -- without further explanation, that Black women 

experience "sexism and racism". Black women do not experience the same form of racism 

as Black men nor the same fonn of sexism as White women. 

(1)t will not do to say that women are oppressed by the image of the 'feminin~.' 
woman as fair, delicate and in need of support and protection by men. As Linda 
Brent succinctly puts it, 'That which commands admiration in the white woman 
only hastens the degradation of the female slave'. (Spelman, p. 122) 

Collins (1991) shows that African-American women have encountered a different 

and oppositional set of controlling images (as the mammy, matriarch, welfare mother, the 

whore) from white, middle-class women. Incorporating the study of these beliefs into 

curriculum allows us to not only expand our knowledge about the lives of some black 

women but also about how systems are put in place and how they function in attempts 

to control particular groups. 

Davis (1981) documents the split between the women's movement and the human 

rights movement over the right to vote campaign in the United States. Davis argues that 

Black women find themselves in positions where within the civil rights movement their 

gender is denied, and within the women's movement their race is ignored. Finding places 
C 

where race and gender come together unprioritized is a struggle. 



The poetic adaptation of Sojourner Truth's 1852 speech at the Akron, Ohio 

Women's Rights Convention, "Ain't I a 'Woman?" (cited in iinthwaite, 1993) poignantiy 

indicates the problem with the term "woman" when what is meant is white women of a 

particular class. The need to be concrete and honest about the content of discussions in 

the classroom and beyond is demonstrated by such questioning. Truth's work brings 

together gender, race, and class for consideration by pointing out that the category of 

"woman" did not include her. 

Black feminists have been particularly effective in showing how these questions 

about intersection are important. Current work is also suggesting that analysis must makc 

visible the various nuances of the intersecting boundaries of race, gender, class and 

sexuality (Khayatt, 1994), and the necessity of examining multiple and shifting identities 

(Mahtani, 1994). These discussions reinforce the notion that we cannot understand 

oppression by piling one form on top of another and that multiple factors are involved 

which include ablebodiedness and language dimensions. 

Findlay (1991) notes that "think[ing] about oppression as additive or intersecting 

is like treating them as separate colours in a braid. But if racism is yellow and sexism is 

red, the experience of them together is something different than striped. It is more like 

orange" (p. 11). At the intersections of these factors we see how they relate and impact 

each other. Here it is necessary to raise the issue of what in fact determines experience. 

All of these factors have an impact and they do intersect; however, this should not be 

interpreted to mean that people with the greatest number of factors leading to oppression 

in our society necessarily can be counted on for their "politics". There is no guarantee that 



due to common experience one has a common consciousness (Collins, 1991). 

Facilitating Transformation - McLaren (1989) suggests that curriculum content 

and process are arrived at through selection processes. Much of what has been excluded 

through these methods is material about issues of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, 

md disability. It is important to turn to the question of what can be done. The College 

needs to be facilitating education which takes these factors into account. Having faculty, 

administration, staff, and students who support the efforts towwds educational equity is 

essential. Schuster and Van Dyne (1984) argue that it is necessary to have a basis of 

knowledge in women's studies in order to transform curriculum. 

The experience of the past decade and of emerging curriculum transformation 
projects has shown that effective transformation is impossible without a base of 
researchers and teachers whose primary concern is woner,; similarly, women's 
studies departments and programs become marginalized and risk having little 
effect on the experience of most students if they are not linked to curriculum 
transformation projects. (p. 63) 

Creese and Strong-Boag (1995) argue that women's studies, when itleads to the 

ghettoization of feminist scholarship, creates several dangers. It leaves mainstream 

scholarship relatively undisturbed. It implies that women's studies "does" gender and , 

therefore, lets everyone else off the hook. It reinforces the impression that gender belongs 

especially to women and that men represent the universal norm, possessing neither gender 

nor sex. As feminist scholarship broadens and intersects with other interdisciplinary areas 

like labour and First Nations, Creese and Strong-Boag suggest, it encourages us to take 

gender inio account in all our research (p. 17). 

Stanley and Wise (1983) insist that only members of oppressed groups can have 

knowledge of that oppression, that is, that one must have the ontological experience of 



various oppressions in order to know andfor understand. They distinguish feminist 

research as on women, by women who are feminist and for women. In their more recent 

discussion (1990) they argue that the construction of knowledge is built on the 

relationship of ontology to epistemology thus requiring one "to be" in order "to know". 

Ultimately their original argument is reshaped, but comes to the same conclusion. But, 

Collins (1991) and hooks (1984), both of whom have posed the question of who can be 

a Black feminist, take alternative positions. Both acknowledge the necessity of experience. 

but suggest that one can understand without direct experience. Collins points out that 

requiring one to be Black and a woman in order to be a Black feminist is biological 

determinism. She recognizes that "while Black feminist thought may originate with Black 

feminist intellectuals, it cannot flourish isolated from the experiences and ideas of other 

groups" (p. 33). hooks' statement that one can advocate feminism or Black feminism 

suggests that understanding can be achieved without direct ontological experience. 

Hawkesworth (1989) claims that critical feminist epistemology needs to move away from 

the "knower" (who knows) to what is known. hooks and Collins to some extent have done 

precisely that in their urge to advocate rather than to be. 

A distinction between knowledge, built on ontological experience and 

epistemological reflection, and understanding based on the latter, may be helpful as we 

think about how faculty can work together on curriculum transformation as a means of 

developing educational equity. it is important to recognize ~t action ofkn iakes both 

those who know and those who have come to understand. If we recognize the difference 

between knowing and understanding, and thus what is known and understood, then 



knowing from ontological experience must be present and privileged, but does not deny 

understanding of others whose purpose is assisting in the practices aimed at emancipatory 

social change. 

Our commitment to the contextual nature of knowledge does not require us to 
claim that those who do not inhabit these contexts can never have any knowledge 
of them. But this commitment does permit us to argue that it is easier and more 
likely for the oppressed to have critical insights into the conditions of their own 
oppression than it is for those who live outside these structures. (Narayan, 1989 
p. 264) 

A core of people who have both the ontological experience and the analysis to 

inform movement toward educational equity is essential. Employment equity, usually 

defined in Canada as efforts to employ people from four federally designated groups -- 

women, aboriginal people, people who due to race are a visible minority in Canada, and 

people with disabilities -- could be a start. However, these groupings are problematic. 

First, they are not inclusive of sexual orientation nor class. Second, designating women 

and people who due to race are a visible minority in Canada as two separate categories 

forces women of colour to choose between their gender and their race. This categorization 

contradicts the idea of intersections. Or the hiring of one black, disabled, woman counts 

as three rather than recognizing that all factors exist within one person. However, the 

concept behind employment equity is about employing people based on bona fide job 

requirements which assists in eliminating systemic discrimination (Abella, 1984). In a 

college, or other educational institution, where efforts to transform the curriculum to 

achieve educational equie are being planned and operationalized, there must be both 

people with the knowledge and those who have come to understand the dynamics of the 

intersecting nature of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, ability, and age. Employment 



equity is essential for the work on educational equity (Ontario Confederation of 

University Faculty Associations, 1992). 

While recognizing this necessity it is also important to be clear that curriculun~ 

transformation affects all components in the institutional environment (Allingharn, 1992). 

This includes the content and process of teaching and learning, as well as the policies and 

practices of the institution, activities offered outside of the classroom, the structure and 

the environment of the institution, and the context in which the institution functions. 

McIntosh's (1990) model for curriculum transformation, as outlined above, 

suggests that Phase Five change "is needed to help us to an as-yet-unthinkable 

reconciliation between our competitive, hierarchical propensities and our contingent and 

relational propensities" (p. 12). This statement suggests that the transformation process 

goes beyond the classroom content and process to include the organizational structure and 

functions. Institutional hierarchical relations stand in sharp contrast to the goals of 

educational equity as do the divisions between disciplines which result in difficulties 

when trying to do interdisciplinary work (Schuster and Van Dyne, 1984). To transform 

curricular content in isolation from process and the institutional context and structure, 

seems a contradiction. McIntosh's suggestion that Phase Five change is undefined lets 

institutions off the hook by giving them the excuse that the knowledge about other 

structures still needs to be learned. Such knowledge already exists in community-based 

organizations, collectives, cooperatives, progressive women's and cultural organizations. 

Fulton's (1990) keynote address at the Goals for College Women in the 1YYO's talkcd 

zbout structure in a post-secondary education setting where hierarchical organization was 



replaced by structures which placed the student at the centre of the organization with 

programs, services and administrative structures surrounding and supporting the work of 

the students. Conceptually her descriptions altered the typically patriarchal, hierarchical 

structure of educational institutions. How her descriptions translated into the everyday 

practice of the institution was not as clear. Moreover, her perspective of the organization 

from the President's office would need further exploration with others in the institution 

-- students, staff, and faculty. 

Much of the work on transforming curriculum has concentrated on the content of 

curriculum and the processes of teaching and learning. While commentators are 

increasingly paying attention to broadening curriculum transformation to include 

intersections of gender, race, class, and sexual orientation, they still tend to confine their 

focus to specific components of the curriculum, particularly the official curriculum (the 

texts) and pedagogy (the transmission of the curriculum by teachers, their relations with 

students, and classroom dynamics). Other components of the educational environment 

such as policies and organized faculty development impact directly on the what and the 

how of learninglteaching. 

Inclusive policies and practices can't be viewed as supplementary or peripheral to 
the teaching-learning process. Inclusive policies and practices must cut through to 
the core of that process; from the teacher who teaches to the cumculum that is 
taught, we must develop an educational system that has as its major tenets 
multiculturalism and gender-balance. (Kayes, 1992 p. 85) 

These components are infrequently mentioned in the literature. Feminist writers such as 

McIntosh (1983) have concentrated their work on the processes of building inclusive 

curriculum content. These processes are described in the context of efforts to include the 



scholarship on women in the mainstream curriculum. Butler and Walter (1991) argue that 

the scholarship on women and that from ethnic studies need to come together and jointly 

influence the broader curriculum. This work also emphasizes the processes of changing 

the content of curriculum. While recognizing the importance of support for this work and 

for faculty development there is little discussion of transforming other components of the 

educational environment such as institutional policy. 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION: 

Briskin and Coulter (1992) raise the issue of educational policies as factors in an 

institutir ~n 's  approach to content and practice of teaching. They note that most policies, 

while recognizing sexism and racism within the educational environment, rely on 

inadequate measures to resolve these complex issues. This linking of policics to 

curriculum is an important step forward as policies supportive of curriculum 

transformation are rarely mentioned in the literature. 

Cmmunity colleges have been struggling with having appropriate and adequate 

policies to address racism, sexism, classism, homophobia/heterosexism, and other 

discriminatory practices in the institutions." Personal and Sexual Harassment Policies 

are found in most institutions. Employment Equity and Educational Equity policies as 

well as ones which support accessibility can also be found. The existence of such policies 

are evidence that the college(s) do not exist in isolation from the broader society. 

The implementation of these policies, however, has run into difficulties in sevcrdl 

cases. First, accessibility continues to be difficult with reduced financial resources from 

Lower Mainland Multicultural Education Project Report, (1993). 



the government, and changing demands on what being accessible means. Second, sexual 

and personal harassment policies continue to undergo revision as complications arise 

while being implemented. Third, committees formed to propose policies on employment 

and educational equity continue to struggle with definitions, need, inadequate federal 

legislation, and conflicting desires for outcome. 

How do policies affect the classroom? Poiicies within the institution determine in 

part practices -- for example policies on student evaluation. However, the struggles over 

policy interpretation and implementation are mostly confined to the individuals involved 

in the work. My experience has indicated that policies are frequently unknown until such 

time as they are breached. A lack of knowledge about policies may be acceptable for 

obscure situations, but knowledge about particular policies such as harassment, 

employment and educational equity, and student conduct is essential. Educating about 

policies -- their intent and the processes for implementation is a must and can be part of 

faculty development efforts to promote educational equity. 

Several authors suggest the importance of faculty development in processes of 

curriculum transformation. These authors argue that faculty development opportunities are 

essential as the canons are challenged, "new" ideas are considered, and processes to 

promote learning are reconsidered. Schuster and Van Dyne's (1984) experience in 

curriculum transformation at Smith College noted that faculty development opportunities 

were one of the significant characteristics of successful curriculum transformation 

projects. Spanier (1984) at Wheaton College also noted that "broad based educational 

activities for fact lty ... and intensive multi-disciplinary study groups" (p. 74) were 



essential components of curriculum transformation projects. Aiken, et al. (1987) describe 

the feminist curriculum integration project at the University of Arizona. Its foundation 

was seminars designed to develop with faculty radically changed content and processes 

of teaching within at least one course of each participant in the project. 

Faculty development is crucial for two reasons: it brings together people who 

ordinarily may not have the opportunity to meet and exchange ideas; it also raises 

questions about policy and provides forums for discussing what particular policies may 

be required. Institutional policies can have a profound impact on the work of meeting the 

goals of educational equity through curriculum transformation. 

McIntosh (1983) argues that cufI-iculum transformation is crucial in order to meet 

institutional claims, goals, and policies. 

Let me say that the developmeni of Phase 5 curriculum is also important to 
colleges and universities because of their own educational claims. [They] claim 
to develop and to pass on to students and to the wider society an accurate and 
comprehensive body of knowledge. And in the words of Ruth Schmidt, the 
Provost of Wheaton College, and now President of Agnes Scott College, 'If you 
claim to teach about the human race, and you don't know anything about half the 
human race, you really can't claim to know or teach much about the human race.' 
The main argument for curriculum change is that it will help [colleges and] 
universities to fulfil their acknowledged primary responsibility: to develop and 
pass on to the society and to students accurate bodies of knowledge. Since women 
are now left out, those bodies of knowledge are grossly inaccurate. (p. 23) 

This argument for curriculvrr: transformation based on institutional claims, goals, and 

policies is important as they provide further rationale for promoting the effort to achieve 

educational equity. Policy, interdisciplinary examination of teaching and learning content 

and processes, institutional structure, and the requirement for on-going faculty 

development are all essential pieces of that work. It is also necessary to be aware of the 



expected resistance to this kind of work. In particular, charges of reverse discrimination 

are to be expected. While educational equity efforts may appear to be favouring particular 

groups of people over others, this interpretation only makes sense if one ignores the 

societal context of inequality. 

Those who like to pretend that the fragi1.e transitional measures and protections we 
have just barely established are instances of "reverse discrimination" are trying to 
have it both ways. They want Man to continue to be universal so that they can 
pretend that their privilege comes from a neutral, disinterested assessment of their 
own personal merit, but when tiny pockets of consideration are designed to 
compensate others for the inequities of that mystified hegemonic status, they rush 
to proclaim themselves just one group among many and hence entitled to the 
'special' provisions too. (Minnich, 19% pp. 179 - 180) 

Facilitating transformation requires awareness of the various components requiring 

transformation, the goals of this work, and some of the potential negative outcomes. 

Components which are essential for success include opportunities for faculty development, 

institutional administrative support, dollars, and a base of scholars willing to challenge 

the institutional systems and practices (Spanier, 1984). It is necessary to consider the 

intersections between life-affecting factors such as gender, race, and class, (Butler and 

Walter, 1991) within a process of change leading to transformation of the curriculum 

(McIntosh, 1983) broadly defhed (Allingham, 1992). 

In Chapter Two I have argued rhat radical pedagogical theories support curriculum 

transformation. However, there is a need to connect critical and feminist pedagogy, and 

anti-racist education ideas on transformation as each concentrates on particular 

oppressions. Feminist pedagogy, although broadening in its approach to recognize 

diversity arnsngst women, still prioritizes gender. The intersecting nature of gender, race, 

class, sexual orientation, and ablebodiedness has been demonstrated. I have suggested that 



curriculum transformation requires institutional support and that employment equity and 

faculty development are critical mechanisms. Employment equity increases representation 

of the four federally designated groups, but must also be used as a link to the work on 

educational equity. Faculty development not only educates faculty but promotes cross- 

disciplinary work which is identified in the literature as essential for the transformation 

of curriculum. With the transformed curriculum educational equity is promoted. As 

Schmitz et al. (1992) point out: 

A multicultural classroom is much more than a collection of students who vary 
according to age, class, ethnicity, gender, national origin, race, religion, sexual 
orientation, or other such variables that may, like these, be visible or invisible. 
The critical ingredient is a supportive learning environment fostered by a teacher 
who appropriately recognizes and values different cultural styles and perspectives 
and effectively engages students in the learning process. It is this environment of 
multicultural valuation -- not just the presence of students of different 
characteristics and backgrounds -- that makes a classroom multicultural and 
creates the potential for a fully effective learning climate. (pp. 75 - 76) 

I have also identified language and disability as factors previously lacking full 

exploration within the literature on radical pedagogies and curriculum transformation. 

Both alter thinking on critical pedagogy's concept of dialogue. My thesis contributes to 

this literature by focusing on experiences at a specific community college, on faculty who 

are interested in equity issues, and have been endeavouring to implement change within 

their own classrooms. They have identified specific difficulties and barriers to this work 

as well as support for the work within the college context. 



Chapter Three 

Educational Equity in a Community College 

Presenting and Analyzing the Data 

INTRODUCTION: 

Operationalizing curriculum transformation to bring about educational equity is the 

overall theme of this research. Educational equity is the goal, while curxiculum 

transformation is a primary means for meeting that goal. The literature on radical 

pedagogics presents ideas which support curriculum transformation. In this Chapter, I 

examine faculty understandings about curriculum transformation and educational equity. 

I begin with their definitions of educational equity. The faculty I interviewed were 

particularly concerned about these issues, and as practitioners, provided particular insights 

into them. Many were concerned with questions McIntosh identified in her phase theory 

of curriculum transformation. Some were concerned about not just "adding on" but taking 

an approach which embedded the issues in curriculum and the overall environment while 

acknowledging their presence up-front. But faculty identified several issues that McIntosh 

and others have neglected: the importance of language and of disability. Also faculty 

stressed the significance of the college environment outside the classroom to further 

curriculum uansformation and educational equity. These findings suggest that what is 



meant by curriclilum trzmsformation depends on many factors including: spcitic 

educational environments (ez. college as opposed to university), the structures within thc 

educational institution (for example, the extent to which faculty development exists), and 

the community within which the educational institution is located (changing denlographics 

and increasing immigrant population as opposed to a relatively stable, honlogeneous 

population). 

I report participants' input to these issues in italics. There is similarity in many 

of the responses to my interview questions. Consequently, I provide samplcs which 

indicate the complexity and range of responses. Each participant has a randomly assigncd 

letter to protect their identity. This rather distancing technique is used specifically for 

confidentiality purposes. The use of fictitious names would force me to choose Anglo- 

saxon names in order to protect the identity of some participants. To use names from 

other ethnicfcultural groups may identify individual participants or give the impression 

that my participant sample had greater ethnickultural representation than it actually did. 

On the other hand to use only Anglo-saxon names also misrepresents the participants. 

Therefore I have chosen to use letters. I have indicated the participants' gender, but to 

further indicate the other factors that intersect with gender, such as race, class, sexual 

orientation, disability, could lead to identification of individuals. Despite the contradiction 

or impression that gender is of greater significance, I cannot provide further details on the 

participants. The indication of gender gives the sense that there are both womcn and men 

faculty who are prepared to talk about educational equity and the impdct that it may have 

on their work. I have also not identified fields of teaching as this could also lead to 



identification of the individual involved in the study. 

PARTICIPANTS DEFINE EDUCATIONAL EQUITY: 

Faculty participants self-selection was based on my identifying educational equity 

as the issue being investigated. Therefore, I began the interviews by asking participants 

to define educational equity a d  describe their interest in the area. I found that these 

definitions differed in many ways. I have categorized them into traditional, 

representational, pedagogical, and inclusive or broad definitions and provide an example 

Traditional notions of equity assert that discrimination on the basis of gender, race, 

physical ability, etc. is wrong andlor unfair. This is an important point and is the 

underlying reason for discussicln on equity issues. 

I giress nothing fvrrnal or complicated, just the general denwcratic principle that 
everyone ought to have an equal opportuniy, in this case for education. I don't 
think there should be any barriers other than self-selected. I suppose the merit 
principle, if you pars the prerequisites or have the necessary level in order to be 
qualified to take courses then you ought to be able to take them And race, 
disability, that kind of thing shouldn't be any impediment to you. Any of those 
kinds of things should be eradicated by the powers that be that operate the 
institution (T. a mde faculty member). 

T.'s definition notes the need for equal opportunity characteristic of traditional notions 

of equity. This identification gives both justification and moral persuasion to explore the 

ways and means for removing barriers. 

However, Briskin (1990) argues that these definitions frequently ignore the social 

context of Inequality resuiting in individual accountability for failure andlor success. 

&en to personal faiim. As well, success is aisc, considered an individual trait while 



failing to recognize privilege and power. Traditional definitions of educational equity art: 

essential in the initial recognition of inequality, but how to address that inequality remains 

problematic. 

Representational definitions of educational equity seek to assess whether particular 

groups of people are represented in the institution commensurate with their percentages 

in the community. notions of equity underlie official policies like employment 

equity which do attempt to take social context of inequality into account. 

Z'nt nor sure really what educational equity means. Z guess it, c.w some levels, 
means sonzething about access. Equal access to post-seeundut? rillrcution fr.orn ( I  

student perspective, but that is the thing that sticks out for me i m s t  significuntly. 
Are people with diflerent orientations, and diflerent races, und diflerent genders 
and different disabilities and diflerent income levels equally represented here? Do 
rhey have equal access to the institution? (S. a female faculty member) 

This definition seeks to identify the representation of people within the institution in 

comparison to the community. Like employment equity legislation the aim is to encourage 

participation of students from under-represented populations and to understand why they 

do not have equal "access" to the institution. 

Complexities arise with representational definitions of equity. Workers (i.e., 

faculty) within the setting should also be representational, but commensurate with the 

percentages of individuals with the appropriate qualifications to do the job. However, in 

order to get the qualifications to do the work there is a requirement to participate in 

systems of education which have traditionally discriminated on the basis of gender, race, 

dw, sexual orientation, and ablebodiedness. The result being is that there are fewer 

people with these q.im!i.Gw~ons from groups that have experienced discrimination. 

A pedagogical defition of educational equity focuses on learning styles of 



individuals as well as the context for which they are being educated (Anderson and 

[Part] of it is that simply the way we teach doesn't accomplish what we set out 
to do. My feeling is that the vast majority of the world's population learn best by 
doing it. Hanh on. Well how much of that do we do in the College? Secondly, 
people learn best by seeing it done. How much of that do we do? Thirdly, 
fourthly, fifthly, and somewhere around ninth place we have reading or listening 
or whatever it may be. It is just not how people learn. And again as a post- 
seconhry institution we ought to be leaders particularly in the areas that we are 
dealing in because [ofen] it is more applied. ... I can understand universities 
dealing in print and multimedia, but as colleges that are moving people into 
employment or into other opportunities, enculturating people in a larger sense, we 
need to be paying attention to that. And we should be leaders in that (K.  a male 
faculty member). 

K. focuses on teaching methods or classroom processes as a component part of 

meeting the goals of educational equity. Critical and feminist pedagogical theory also 

focus on this as an important part of liberatory education. K.'s definition suggests that 

educational practices are an important component to consider when seeking to transform 

curricirlum to meet the goal of educational equity. 

However, to focus on the "how" in isolation from the "what" of learninglteaching 

removes content from process. Ellsworth (1989) demonstrates that the choice of 

pedagogical style must be dependent on content of the course. Her struggles to find ways 

to work with students on the issues of racism clearly indicates that separating how one 

teachesfiearns from what one teachedlearns remains problematic. The complexity 

increases as intersections between race, gender, class and so on become part of the 

content and the considerations of process within the curriculum. 

Broad and/or inclusive definitions of educational equity highlight that there is not 

only the "how" and "what" of teaching and learning, but the "where and by whom" to 



consider in educational processes. Gaskel!, et al. (1989) demonstrate that the definition 

of access continues to evolve. Included now is the considemtion of content and process 

of tea~hin~fleming as well as the structure and climate of the institution itself (Oru~n, 

1992). Inclusive definitions illustrate that the chaIlenge of educational equity must he met 

on many "fronts", 

Equity in all aspects of what is going on in the education system So that includes 
instruction, curriculum, access to services and sysrunrs, equity within tht. 
instructional and services groups i.e., within employment, and generul uttituile 
change around equitubility of individuals in the system and how they are treated 
because education has traditionally been very biased towards gmrps  untf 
exclusive ofgroups. Not only currently, but historically. And we only huve to look 
at what has gone on in terms of segregated schools and the limitations for wotnrn 
to get college education through rime. All of those aspects huve contributed 
historically to where we are today. And the education system is not equitable now 
although many people would probably think that it is. But I think there is ulso the 
inability to see bias because people come from a position of getting whut they 
need and therefore the? think everybody else is getting what they need (L.  a 
female faculty member). 

I look at it as education meaning the educational environment of where the 
education takes place, who administers it, what is being taught. That's the 
educational piece. And equity to m means it should reflect the society or the 

. community in which that education is taking place. Be that gender specif7c. Be 
that race specific, lifestyle specific, age specific, as m y  and as broad u range 
of: .. The education and the vehicle of education should mirror the community. It 
should act as a mirror for the community. R a t 2  what I meun by educationul 
equity (U. a male faculty member). 

U.'s definition is both inclusive and representational. He identifies institutional 

climate, content of programs, and identity of personnel while arguing that there must be 

representation which mirrors the community. 

From these definitions several key factors are found which contribute to a 

comprehensive and increasingly inclusive definition of educational equity, These are 

important as it is essential to take an inclusive approach to build an inclusive educational 



institution, L.'s and U.'s definitions encompass components which support McIntosh7s 

(1983; 1990) phase five curriculum transformation of s*mctures aid  Atlingham's (1982) 

inclusive definition of curriculum. These components recognize a need to identify content 

and process within classrooms, services supporting students and personnel, and the 

institutional structure and operations. L. also identifies the requirement to shift attitudes 

while recognizing that post-secondary institutions have traditionally been exclusive 

environments. I return to this issue of attitudes later when I discuss barriers to the work 

on educational equity. 

These definitions provide a complex and at times contesting picture of educational 

equity. They show that to achieve educations! equity we need to focus on various aspects 

of the institution. As noted above, tc! mild inclusive institutions is is important to take an 

inclusive approach which transforms , Jucation for all learners and teachers. The expertise 

of areas such as women studies, ethnic studies, and gay and lesbian studies informs this 

work. But, in order ro uznsfom education and build inclusive institutions and curriculum 

within them the knowledge and understandings developed in these areas must expand to 

other areas of the institutions (Butler and Walter, 1991). An inclusive approach along with 

contested definitions of educational equity means that there are implications for conflict 

between people working together to achieve equity. 

CURRICULUM TRANSFORMATION: 

As McIntosh (1983; 1990) indicates there are interactive phases of curricular 

revision required to incorgorate the material on women and race. As I argued in Chapter 

Two, adding material to the curriculum is only the first step towards taking these and 
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other factors into account. The process continues a s  this material forces a rethinking of 

what and how we teach and learn. This results in overall cumculum transformation. In 

this section, I present and discuss how faculty participants define curriculum, whether 

faculty participants believe transformation is necessary in the work on educational equity 

and how to operationalize the transformation processes. The ma-jority of faculty 

interviewed believe that content and processes of teaching and learning as well as the 

broader institutional and system context need to be considered in the efforts to transform 

curriculum and achieve educational equity. Many aspects of opera~ionalizing curriculun~ 

transformation are currently being tried by faculty. These efforts need to come together 

in order to take account of gender, race, class, and sexual orientation in courscs and 

programs. The majority of faculty interviewed insisted that in order to "achieve" 

educational equity, a transformation of the curriculum (broadly defined) was required. 

Faculty comments extended from going beyond the "greats", to adding material on 

specific groups, to the reconsideration of discipline knowledge. 

R.'s comments provide a concrete example of how the current curriculum in her 

area reflects McIntosh's Phase I where only "the greats" are reflected in the material. This 

bias, left unchallenged, provides a skewed account of the development of knowledge in 

this area. 

I would like the curriculunz to be rewritten with res-nect to nwre perspectives than 
the great white nmle. And certainly there are lots of areas where you could think 
abotrt rhis. There is lots going on. I think one of the programs that did a good job 
of this was one called Connections. ... What they do is they draw the thread 
rogerher of all the diflerent people involved. ... And take fhe kind of approach 
where you draw the threads that make if possible for people to see the 
connections and make the leap and therefore one person gets recognized for 
something, but it is only because there have been all those threads out there. 



Often by people like farmers using pieces of equipment or weavers using a piece 
of equipment and it is fascinating where all these threads have come from. But, 
what we've Learned is that one person discovered this or that. They are great men, 
but they didn't exist without graduate students and lab technicians for sure and 
other kinds of data that might not be so easy to secure in a lab. (R. a female 
faculty member). 

R, recognizes in her comment the need to challenge what we know about particular 

discoveries. Moving from the perspective of "the great white males" to recognizing the 

interconnections between people brings to light the broader range of contributors to many 

fields of study and expertise. 

In relation to McIntosh's developmental and interactive phases of curriculum 

transformation, U.'s comments below illustrate the need to not only add on material. He 

argues for rethinking, reformulating curriculum to take account of the issues of equity. 

He pushes the process of curriculum transformation past McIntosh's initial stages into the 

final stages. 

Oh God yes! Oh yes! You see unfortunately I think that the majority ... of 
instructors as a result of their training when you talk about equity or aboriginal 
rights or gender issues or women S issues, and because it is politically right to 
deal with these issues now, what you will find is that people will do it as an add 
on to their course. And that misses the point. This isn't add on stujt This has to 
be a thread of logic that runs through the course not saying 'today we are dealing 
with equity' or 'today we are dealing with women's issues' as part of a course on 
behavioiir modification. These are issues that must be developed as part of the 
thenre. You don't deal with this as a stand atone or an add-on. And that is the 
hard parr because it m a n s  you really have to reexamine your course from the 
ground up. And a lot of instructors are bath to do that. It is a lot of work! (U. 
a male faculty member). 

Equity imbedded as a theme wi;hh the coiltent of the cunicuha is necessary, but 

it is also essential to rethink ihe processes of teaching and learning. N. describes this as 

transforming the "invisible curriculum". Her recognition of the privacy of teaching within 



the classroom is also important in this work. 

Yes, the visible and invisible curriculunt. ... The visible curriculunl needs to be 
changed to include women's ways of knowing and learning. And the content of 
curriculum I would think nraybe in areas of histor),, English, all of the acaden~ic 
division I think could think things through. And there are wonderjiul rvamen like 

doing t h a ~  I'm not saying it's not happening. I think it could happen with 
more support. ... But you know the curriculunz is whatever you make it to be when 
you walk into a classroom and shut the door. The content. So the invisible 
curriculum is also what happens when you walk in and shut the dour. So I think 
the invisible curriculunz also could stand looking at. So the process of teaching'? 
Yes, and nmking sure that, everything from the access to registrution, everything 

from enrolntent on could be more friendly to both sexes. (N. a female faculty 
member). 

As these comments illustrate, cuniculum transformation is necessary to "achieve" 

educational equity. How then are such transformations operationalized? 

Operationalizing Transformation - Transformation implies radical change. In this 

section I concentrate on research participants' remarks which: a) provide concrete ideas 

on how to begin to operationalize such change; b) clarify support systems within the 

College for the work; and c) identify barriers to the work on educational equity. I show 

that much of the work required to meet the challenges of educational equity through 

curriculum transformation is already being tested at the college, which is ultimately a 

good resource for the work in this area. 

a) Ideas for "Making It Happen" Many faculty participants in this research have 

been making efforts to take account of gender, race, class, andfor sexuaI orientation within 

their courses and programs. In this section some of their ideas are used to demonstrate 

that the work of curriculum transformation for these purposes already exists. New and 

ongoing initiatives can 'be guided by some of these activities. When discussing cumculum 

umsformafion some frtcofy fwused on curricula texts and faculty knowledge. Others 



used a broader definition of curriculum transformation which included both conterrt and 

processes in the classroom, while a few considered the overall context of the institution 

and the system in which it exists. Their activities suggests that curriculum transformation 

is beginning to happen at the college. Scime of the texts that the faculty use are 

contributing to this process. But faculty are also taking steps to go beyond the limitations 

of the texts, as well as their own expertise. 

One participant was pleased by the inclusion of particular famous women within 

the texts. This is a new feature and an important step. 

One of the reasons why f was so attracted to the text we use in biology, war for 
the very $rst time they mentioned Rosalind Franklin under the discovery of DNA. 
And they actually had her X-Ray crystallography in there and a snrall box 
suggesting that there was controversy about whether she had been properly 
recognized and given credit. You know that is just ignored in most textbooks so 
vou wouldn't even :-?ow Rosalind Franklin existed. You would think that Watson 
and Crick were sole genii that came up with this. And I think that is really 
important because it gives people a very different sense of what went on, than 
what they got before when it was the two great men (R. a female faculty member). 

Using McIntosh's (1983) phases of curriculum transformation this noted change 

in texts could amount to a phase two recognition of a few women within the realms of 

famous men. McIntosh argues that this inclusion results in viewing these particular 

women as exceptions. However, this development is important if we assess such changes 

as part of a developmental process. 

J. also noted a distinct change, "u a g e  revolution", in texts, videos and support 

materials, and recognized that just being a woman in a traditionaIfy male-dominated 

sphere is a good role model. 

In the texts the use of he/she in questions. There are lots of people shown, and 
these people are- of different cotours. l3ey are wing! m e  authorative voice, the 



tone of voice shows men and women in different roles. ... Also I think just being 
there, showing up and not making much of a point. Using gender-neutrulfnon- 
sexist language. All of these things. And using examples like, Can gravity explain 
love? Mass of bodies and forces etc. Use a couple whose eyes meet and use Jane 
& Paul; Peter & Sam; Jane & Judy. Heterosexuali~ is still seen as the norm so 
I use these exanzplm Sonnle people twitch, but a lot get it. (J. a female faculty 
member). 

Both the change in texts and the presence of women as faculty in traditionally 

male domains furthers the work of curriculum transformation. J.'s idea to highlight the 

presumed norm of heterosexuality through her curriculum material on "nzuss of bodies and 

forces" provides an example of how mainstream notions can be challenged by including 

marginalized identities like gays and lesbians in the curriculum. Such efforts help even 

in physics to develop critical consciousness and thinking. 

Other faculty commented that texts remain problematic. They have found other 

ways of bringing materials to the classes. U.'s comments illustrate a proactive step to 

address his concerns with textbooks. 

I also take a look at nzy nmteriak I don't use a lot of textbooks ony more. The 
reasons, one of which is thar they do not deal with equity issues terribly well. Also 
there is a habit. If you've got a course, you've got to have a textbook. And I 
watch students paying $50, $60, $70 for a textbook that they will use two chapters 
out of and hold open a door in the house for the rest of the time. And also it is 
three years out of date by -the time they get it. Instead, I will go looking for 
articles, and I will find by looking for articles I can package a bunch of stuff 
together that is as current as one month ago and covers a much wider range of 
nuzterials and I can turn it over. So on an annual basis about a third of my 
material gets tossed and a new third added on. So it is always being brought up 
to date. (U. a male faculty member). 

This approach may be more possible within particular courses and programs. 

However, the issue of text materials and the representation found within them is one step 

which faculty can assess when reviewing current, or developing new curriculum. Some 



participants described this as screening materials with equity issues in mind. 

I suppose I have in some cases probably consciously tried to select things that 
bring the nwre diverse points of view. There is more being written, there is msre 
available. It is obvious that there are gaps in the collection and gulps in the 
literarure in that way so I nray have been nmre consciously screening for things 
that represent diflerent points of view. Ideally it would be nice i f  it could happen 
more naturally that didn't have to be paid so much attention to, but right now we 
need to pay attention. (C. a female faculty member). 

The librarians at Douglas College are faculty members. Their work involves 

selection of materials to support the comprehensive curriculum offered at Douglas 

College. C.'s comments above indicate that it is necessary to pay attention to the points 

of view presented in the literature. She goes on to say that it is important to involve 

librarians who select materials in the processes of curriculum transformation, Schuster and 

Van Dyne (1984) support this argument. 

U. provides another practical way that he incorporates various perspectives into 

his classroom and moves beyond his own expertise. 

In areas where I teach if there are areas of expertise that I lack in t e rm  of 
talking about specific issues, I will bring in guest speakers on that issue. I will 
bring in AVaids on that issue. I won't let everything filter through me. So I bring 
in Aboriginal speakers. I don't think a year has gone by that I haven't used some 
part of Daughters of the Country, a four part series from the CBC on native 
women in this country from a woman's perspective. Powerful, powerjful films. I 
have no problem jinding good A V resources. No trouble at all jinding excellent 
speakersfrom the conznrunily to come to class. And I will tend in these cases not 
to bring in professional speakers. 1'11 bring in the people who have lived the life. 
So they may not be as comfortable speaking to the class, but they speak from a 
place in the heart. (U. a male faculty member) 

Some facu!t,y used a broad definition of curriculum transformation that included 

&e errviimmeii~ of kmitution as we!! as classroom dynamics and curriculum content. 

And it is not just 'let's trmfornz the cur~.iculum for women' or 'let's transform 
rhe cunicuhm for people of colour: We have to look at it in the broader sense, 



but I think connected to that, it is not just about content of the curriculum. f t  is 
(also about) the process of the curriculum And that transforration is every bit 
as important as the conteot. .. the work that I've done with .... we have looked ut 
the systems that prevent e q u i ~  front occurring. We look at, not only the policies 
and procedures, but also the things that are very subtle that supporr the 
contin~rance of a certain kind of environnzent, a certain kind of culture, From the 
kinds of posters and n~agazines that you have in your waiting roonz. The kinds of 
inrages that you are portraying. And the messages that are given around about 
being able or being heterosexual or being western. And that is just more difficult 
to deal with than changing policy because people aren't even aware u lor of the 
tinte and when vou start to think about that then you really need to make quite a 
shift in terms o j  what do we have to do diflrently to make it more inclusive. To 
make it more accessible for people so they are what we call welconrecl in the 
environment, welcome in the institution (L. a female faculty member). 

These ideas that further the work of curriculum transformation are important. They 

demonstrate that individual faculty are making attempts to meet the challenges of 

educational equity. As well, faculty participants identified that there are systems within 

the college that support this work. 

b) Support Systems In this section I discuss existing support systems identified by 

faculty participants. Services for students with disabilities, a fairly well-stocked women's 

centre, counselling support, a financial aid office that does its best to assist students in 

making loan applications, a First Nations' Services Coordinator, English as a Second 

Language faculty, and other resources, all address some of the educational equity issues 

within the institution. I also discuss institutional policies as possible support for the work 

on educational equity. This focus demonstrates that institutional context is an important 

component of curriculum transfoamation. 

The First Nations services coordinator and Disabled Student Services were both 

idenaed by I. as essential support for the work on educational equity. 

So having a resource person like (our First Nations Student Advisor) available to 



both the students themselves to help them get through the program, but also for 
the faculty who are trying to do rizeir best to teach. fiat is a reaily vital piece. 
I sent both of the Native students in my class abwn to see her. I gave them the 
menlo she sent out to the instructors and I said 'She just started this job and it 
sounds really neat. Maybe you would want to go down and have a chat'. So they 
did. They both did. And I think it would be helpful if she could talk to us, if she 
hears anything -- like with Disabled Student Services if we have a student who is 
working with them and they have a problem with us they go and talk to one of the 
counsellors. And one of the counsellors phones us up and says 'So and so has 
been in to see nw and has a few conunmts about your class' or one of them will 
come up and we will have a little chat about this particular student and they can 
in a very pleasant way tell you how someone is perceiving what is going on in the 
cluss or how they are interpreting what you said or whatever. And you can sort 
of sort it out and then YOU get a sense of how this person just needs to have 
soniethir~g repeated or needs to be invited to come up and check something out 
with you. Well if we had something like that with the Native students where they 
could go and sound 08 I f  they could say that sort of stufl and we could get some 
way of learning what W P  could do that would make it better for the Native 
students because we can just sort of replicate what has happened to them before 
in white schools. And it doesn't need to happen. We could do something about 
that. ... Ignorance is not bliss. Like if you know stuf then you can do something 
ubout it- (I. a female faculty member). 

1,'s comments identify the need for support services for students and both support 

and learning opportunities for faculty. Openness to feedback in this case from the First 

Nations Services Coordinator, is particularly beneficial in the learning process. Research 

participants noted the need for learning to occur and support to be available as the work 

towards educational equity proceeds. As Spanier (1984) argues support services and the 

continuous learning of faculty, staff, and administration is required to build equal 

opportunity in education. She argues that it is necessary to: 

recognize that it (transformation) requires ongoing education of the College 
community, learning to question critically traditional and feminist scholarship, and 
an extensive coilaboration among the disciplines (p. 76). 

I. has deilned these services as useful 2nd necessary. However, some faculty may 

view these services as intrusions into their classrooms, and their academic autonomy and 



freedom. Unless faculty are open to the expertise of these services, the intluenoc they can 

bring to the education process is hindered and students success within the educational 

environment is limited by such views. 

Mechanisms exist in the College for "ongoing education" such as thc progranls 

offered under the title of Douglas Develo~ment. These education programs arc designed 

for all personnel within the College. Coordinated and implemented by a faculty mcmbcr, 

many of the sessions are the result of consultations with the College-wide Professional 

Development committee outlined in Chapter One. Various formats are utilized including 

brown-bag lunch discussions, scholarship series, summer institutes, video-conferences, and 

College forums. Topics of interest, focused on current issues, form the basis of the 

content for these sessions. Since 1992 several offerings have resulted from an interest in  

InternationaYlntercultural education. Topics covered under this area include presentations 

about international projects that individuals andfor the College itself are involved wilh - 

(e-g., Nicaraguan Project Update: Texts, Solar Ovens & Videotapes); discussions about 

working with students particularly around language concerns - (e.g., Crossing The 

L a p a g e  Barrier); and dialogue about how the College can incorporate 

international/intercultural education - (e-g., Learning Stylcs/Tcaching Skilis: A Multi- 

Copitive, Muld-Cultural Approach to Teaching and Learning). 

Faculty participants in this research supported on-going education although a few 

were reluctant to participate in some topic areas. Leanring more about other cultures did 

not particularly interest one faculty participant. 

I don"t think I c m  recall going to activities related to educutionul equity. Would 
I go? I'd haw to think about that. The only red  problem for me is the languuge 



issue. ... I guess some ofthe faculg development activities directed towards one's 
understanding offoreign culture ... I would not be in a hurry to do this. (0. a 
male faculty member) 

9 
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Also, teaching schedules during the reg'blar academic year often made participation 

difficult. The following quotes iffustrate faculty participants' views on participating in 

college development activities. 

Well, I think we need to have workshops or some f o m t  for people to get the 
information. f think that we also have to allow for people to express their 
discomfort so that it is not like we are trying to brainwash people or whatever. 
n e r e  has to be a place for people to say 'I'm not sure about that', or 'what does 
this mean to me' and so on. And rhat could take place in different formats for 
different people because there arc some people who are going to be more bottom 
line a b o ~ t  my job, and there are other people who are going to be mare global 
itz term of Y C ! ~  does this mean fur the institution as a whole ? or teaching and 
so on. (L. a female faculty member) 

L. acknowledges that people will have certain levels of discomfort about what the work 

means to their teaching, their jobs, or the institution as a whole. All are concerns that 

need to be discussed. In L.'s discussion of faculty development she suggests that a debate 

on the issues helps to identify the reasons for, the concerns about,, and the arguments 

against educational equity. 

One of the farma we have used when we are talking about employment equity 
is we acruallj get people to debate the issues so that the people who are speaking 
against will say all the characteristic, traditional things, the arguments against 
are coming up. And SO m some degree that is done in good humour, but at the 
same time it is really refichve of what is going on. And so then people are in the 
audience or in the group are less afraid to voice those things because they have 
been voiced. And so you can have discussion back and forth about what this 
rneczns and it can be pusirive. And so that particular format has worked quite well 
with some ($the urgunizztions that we have worked with because they have these 
scmr qrrmvnis ail ihe t h e .  " f i t m e  discriminrrfion. Special interest groups and 
xpecial treatment. How can ir be equitable if people 01-e gening special 
treatment?" So 1 rhink it is really important to have faculty development because 
there is a lot of mthulogy rhat exists right now. That mythology has ro be 
ccddressed. Some of ;he basic infomtion around cultural diversi~,  homophobia, 



ageism, sexism, m d  so foah -- even some of those things have to be oddressud 
because there are only limited numbers of people who are well versed in those 
siibjecfs. (Iu. 2 female facufty member). 

-What is important here is to realize how necessary it is for people to have an 

opportunity to discuss their points of view. Gaining greater understanding of these issucs 

in order to be able to reflect on how issues of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, 

ablebodiedness, and age impact on their work is essential. 

A., a maIe faculty member, notes that "a lot of things are threatening to people 

and they don 't want to hear it': However, he believes that 'people ure Ieurninj," and that 

"the informal sniff is as valuable as the formal stuff' in relation to adult education or 

faculty development. In some respects, he argues that there needs to be some "conwtwn 

sense around these issues" but points out that he certainly is trying to learn about othcr 

perspectives and how his cultural upbringing has limited his understanding of some of the 

concerns. He states that "l Im't mean to be oflensive. I am overconring u whole 

zipbringing" where it was OK to id1 what are now considered racist and sexist jokes. 

I., a female faculty member, also pointed out her concern with respect to being 

non-offensive. '7 think that things like just developing sensiriviry around equity issues jbr 

faculq would be really really good because sometimes you just go gleefully along and 

p u  are just not aware''. P., a female faculty member, was also concerned a_bout rtffending 

people and being unaware. T h r w ~ h  processes of formal workshops or presentations some 

of his  possibility can be reduced, but also being open to being told informally that what 

you are saying or doing is offensive to others is helpful. Certainly, none of the 

participants wanted to offend their students or colleagues (other faculty, staff, and 



administrators j. 

All participants in the research project think that faculty development is important. 

When their schedules allow them, they participate. They recommend every possible 

format from noon-hour discussions, to half-day, whole-day inservices, to week long 

summer institutes For the most part, during the teaching semesters faculty find attendance 

more difficult. Short sessions for discussion are a possibility, but half or full day sessions 

are mostly out of the questior? during the regular teaching semesters. Between semesters, 

or during the MaylJune slot are more likely times when people can participate. Several 

programs that run over ten or twelve month cycles, as opposed to the traditional eight 

month academic cycle, find it hard to participate at any particular times as their schedules 

vary. However, most faculty who work full time have one month (21 days) of 

professional development time and one month (21 days) of "accountable" time each year. 

Professional development time is designed for the specific purpose of faculty participation 

in feaming activities. Accountable time is time which has traditionally been used to up- 

date and/or develop new curriculum, prepare for the coming semester(s), or do projects 

approved andlor assigned by the College. These time periods provide opportunities for 

learning and curriculum work. 

Faculty recognize a need to understand some of the study practices, and Qaditional 

teacher/student relations, that are part of other cultures. This would enable them to have 

greater insight into the behaviours and actions of many of their students- To require that 

sru&n& adapt to "oi?rn p r m h s  presarnes that "our" way is the best way, and that "we" 

have a consistency in practice which is simply not true. 



The medicine wheel where it talks about physical, spirituul, nlenral, enwtiunal and 
that model is a good one for learning. ... People don't just learn front one 
dimension- And yet traditional education har focused on only ,from one dimension 
which is the intellect fL. a female faculty member). 

These discussions need to happen with great caution and a framework which recognizes 

diversity within groups as  well as between them. Avoiding stereotypes of cultural 

practices is essential to the work on educational equity 

Altogether faculty participants agreed that in order to achieve educational equity 

there is a need for faculty development. Faculty development should not, however, be 

exclusive to faculty. This would he contradictory to inclusive curriculum creation. Thc 

inclusion of students and potential students within these discussions is also important. 

Student perspectives can be invaluable in giving an insight into classroom content and 

practice which otherwise may go unrecognized. 

One participant in the research argued that as individual instructors, it is essential 

to recognize where we lack knowledge. He thinks that there are many opportunities to 

rectify this situation. 

... And there are all sorts of creative things we could do. I think the union would 
enter into the discussion fairly openly. I think about things like, why couldn't my 
depar-tnzent for instance, cut a deal with one of the major childcare enzployers in 
the Lower MainIand like Family Services of Vancouver, and work a rotutionul 
deal where one of our people, at all points in time one of our permanent faculty 
would be doing a one year sabbatical, at College salary, in that agency getting 
back in touch with the roots of doing the job. And one oftheir senior people are 
co;;;;izg in as a guest lecturer for a year. ... but the range of things you can do to 
educate on this topic is nut limited to the courses you take as you work on a 
second degree. ... It is interesting because that m s  one of the smwgths of the 
Integrated cum~culum in Child, Family, and Community Studies. It allowed for the 
first tinze in the history of the department for there to be a crass-fertilization SO 

that if only at the start and then much more formally. ... And we realized whut a 
powelfU1 tool it was going to be in terms of educating each other, and being 
mare ,  and accom&ility, It was fabulous. That we got to meet this way. To 



create that diulogue that you are talking about. ... Absolutely essential and it is 
the cross-seeding that rides It work. Cause it breaks h w n  the pecking orders, 
it breaks down the traditional. ... It was the best learning experience I have had 
at the College in terms ofmeeting with my peers. It wus by far the best (U. a m;!e 
faculty member). 

"Faculty" development must therefore include students, staff, faculty, and 

administrators, and can be both organized inside the institution, with colleagues from 

other institutions, and independent of the institution itself. Although faculty time is 

limited by their work, there are the professional development and accountable times 

mentioned above that could be used in the efforts on educational equity. Support for using 

these times, and for concenuating on educational equity requires administrative support 

as well as faculty commitment. Kayes (1992) urges educational institutio~s to support 

development activities in terms of time and funding. Administrative support can come in 

many forms. These include: approving professional development proposals in this area; 

assigning accountable time projects; providing a basis of funding through College 

development work; and providing the leadership required to put in place policies which 

guide this work. 

Faculty participants were asked about how College policy supports the work on 

educational equity, how it could, and whether or not it is important to have policy to 

guide the direction of the work on educational equity. Faculty perspectives on policy vary, 

and raise issues to k further addressed in future policy work. 

In this next section I reveai faculty participants' perspectives on: i) the policy 

development process; ii) policy awareness; and iii) recommendations for future policy 

work. For the most part they think that having policy to guide the work on educational 



equity is important while recognizing that existing forms of policy, the process of 

development and awareness of policy are all, in part, problematic. 

There are three different kinds of policies at the college - administrative, 

educational, and Board policies. Administrative policies are those related to overall 

College concerns where educational policy is directly related to instruction and learning. 

Board policies include overall College philosophy, goals, and mission. For the most part, 

faculty participants indicated that their input was most essential around educational 

policies, however several administrative policies have direct impact on thc work on 

educational equity. These include Employment and Educational Eqnity, Recruitment, and 

Personal and Sexual Harassment policies. Educational Policy development can occur in 

different ways. It can be as a product of a department which then moves through to gain 

approval from the College-wide Education Council and ultimately the College Board. Or 

educational policy can originate from the Education Council and then move to 

departments for discussion and change, then back to Education Council and ultimately the 

College Board for final approval. The process is, according lo many of the rescarch 

participants, problematic. 

Policies need to be generated through input from many different areas rather thun 
the vision of one person because the big piece is having people buy in. (H. a 
faculty member). 

And the way that we arrive at policy is disgusting as well. We have positioning 
from adnzinistration. We have positioning from union and somewhere they 
negotiate out an agreement based on... The example of personal harassment and 
sexual harassment within the workplace started with nurses. And so they picked 
it up and thought it was a great idea and pretty soon we saw some of the 
harassnzent issues sulfating, Instead of looking at 'what do we need?' and 
working back from there. Or if we had an equity lens to look through then 'what 
do we need for policy in rerm of equity?' and then let's work back from that. 



'What's going to make us rzutst eflective?' and then work back from that rather 
than somebody trying to take it on as their pet notion for the year, get it into 
policy so you can refer to it if you get in trouble, but not necessarily 
operationalize it because there isn't the motivation and the attitude and the push 
behind it. ... When the College, and I think other institutions, got involved with 
education equip, they only got involved because they saw it as mainly a policy 
issue and as a spin 08 of employment equity. 'Gee whiz, i f  they said this about 
employment, i f  somebody looks at our student population and recognizes that we 
don't have any First Nations people, we are in real trouble. Let's write an 
education equity policy and that will take care of that i f  we are questioned.' So 
once again we put it into print, but there isn't the desire to follow through on 
different levels. (K.  a nmle faculty number). 

Faculty participants in the research were aware that policies existed in the College. 

However, knowledge about specific policies was limited. Policies such as Employment 

and Educational Equity, Personal and Sexual Harassment, and various ones on 

accessibility are important for the work on educational equity. They each contribute to the 

work needing to be done, by outlining it, establishing guidelines and boundaries, and by 

providing support through institutional acknowledgement. 

However, use of such policies first requires an awareness of the contents of 

policies and the processes outlined within them for action. The followi~g comments give 

an indication of the policy awueness. 

1 don't know the policies. There is very poor access to the policies. You have to 
bring them up on the computer screen, but we don't have computers in our ofice. 
( F .  a female faculty member). 

I am not familiar at all with the policies on accessibility or comprehensiveness. 
i've read the pamphlet on Personal and Sexual Harassment. I've not seen the 
Enrpioynrent and Education Equity policy at all. And in my time at the College I 
have never seen a policy munilal. (H. a female faculty member). 

I haven't seen fhe new (Jan. 94) Employment and Education Equity policy. So I 
can't real& speak to that, but I think that the policy does have to change. Maybe 
that policy does incorporate some of those things, but I have to say that I doubt 
rhat it is comprehensive enough. And I don't think that the previous policies have 



supported equizy. fL. a female faculty member). 

Well I have to admit that I'm not fanriliar with the College's policies on 
accessibiliky. I know they have one, but I haven't read it. And also I am uwarz. of 
the College policy on contprehensiveness and I think it was discussed quite 
recently at Ed. Council because there was some suggestion that same cluirse be 
taken out and there was a lobby to keep comprehensiveness and the meaning of 
conzprehensiveness in -- to keep the college sort of the way it is rather than huve 
it go o f  to be slightly digerent kind of institution. ( I .  a female faculty member). 

Awareness of the policy on Personal and Sexual Harassment is attributed by several 

faculty participants to the educational requirement within that particular policy. 

The only one that I unr quite familiar with is the Personul and Sesual Hurusstrient 
and I went to the workshop and I took two (of my) classrs lust ?cur. And they 
wrote about it and we tulked about it a lot. And I thought that rhut was u r e d l y  
good policy. ( I .  a female faculty member). 

Written into this policy was the requirement for the College to educate college employees 

about harassment and the policy itself. These workshops discussed what constitutes 

harassment, the mechanisms outlined within the policy for dealing with complaints of 

harassment, and the roles of various people in the complaint, investigation, and follow-up 

phases. Faculty, staff and administrators attended the workshops. Some faculty brouzht 

students with them. The inclusion of a requirement for educational workshops within thc 

policy itself is unusual, but makes the possibility of awareness of policy greater. 

Policy is important to overcome stonewallers or resistance. And it is particularly 
inlportant to show leadership. However, pe~ple  need to know about the policies. 
For exanzple with the Personal and Sexual Harassment policy we were blanketed 
with pamphlets and we had workshops. ... We should do that with Employment 
and EdttcarSonal Equity as well. We need a wave of information and training. (H. 
a female faculty member). 

Knowledge that policies exist and what they say was one issue of awareness that 

was raised during discussion. Another was a problem with awareness of the issues 



involved with equity, and as a result whether we are really in a position, as  yet, to form 

policies. 

... I 'm  worried about the creation of policy because I don't think there is a strong 
enough educational understanding of the issues to deal with this effectively and 
I would think that right now I would rather that we didn't develop policy 
guidelines. I think it is prenrature. I don't think that there is enough understanding 
of the issues to allow people to come together to create good policies. I think that 
still the area of education is essential ... (U. a male faculty member). 

Although there was some discrepancy about the knowledge level as noted here, for the 

most part participants engaged in discussion about the Personal and Sexual Harassment 

policy wilh far greater animation than any other policy. 

The language of policies is also vital. Many participants indicated that the form 

of policies within the College is problematic. The language is far too legal. And in many 

cases the policy language and intent is to protect people in positions of privilege anyway. 

According to U., a male facility member, "policies are a reflection of a mind set. Good 

policies will flow from a good nzindset" so policy intention is important. 

Policy can also be made to be empowering. ... It is the flavour of the institution 
reflected in our case in print, that is very legal. ( K .  a male faculty member). 

It is still a strong belief or a need ... to protect people front false accusations. 
Th[is] is excessive given the number of times that this happens. There is this belief 
that it seems to be every third case is a wrongful one and that people use it as a 
way to get their way. Whereas the statistics sinzpl~ don't prove that. They don't 
show it. It doesn 't happen. (U. a male faculty member). 

Almost all faculty participants note that action implied within policies is often not 

in place. They indicate that action is essential to almost all policy. As K., a male faculty 

member, put it "policy doesn't change people. Experience changes people. Legislation 

doesn 't do it. Policy doesn'r do it, Experience dues". The call for action and involving 



people is particularly important, otherwise there is not much point to having a lot of 

policy that people hardly know exists. 

So the nwchanicaf stuff ofprinting sonzething up -- that's not the issue. Never hus 
been the issue. ... They mistake that kind of action with deahg with the issue. 
That's a problem. They may have stopped doing the wrong things, but they 
haven't learned how to be proactive. So they are not barring the doors to the 
handicapped, there is a policy about Sexual Harassment, so it is not as if they ure 
condoning sexual harassnzent, it is not like they have big steps in the wav for. 
people in wheelchairs, but they mistake going from negative to neutral as the 
complete story. n e r e  is a proactive step that follows where it becornes part of the 
College culture. (U. a male faculty member). 

This call for proactive steps to follow the writing or vocalizing o f  policy is 

important. Action to get policy developed is one thing, but proactive implementation is 

also vital. U. states an interesting position for the evaluation of the effectiveness or evcn 

presence of policy within the institution. He thinks that the presence of written policy has 

little to do with the actual indication of policy within the institution. His and L.'s 

comments below also imply that action is essential. 

So you willflnd that rhe College policies mean to me that if the College cunnor 
dentonstrare equity, then there is no equity policy. If the College cannot 
denwnstrate a lack of harassmnt, ?hen there is no harussment policy. It's just 
window dressing. (U. a male faculty member). 

So I think policy has to be really clear, and not soft-pedalled because I think there 
is a tendency to be kind of wishy-washy or global or nicey-nice even within policy 
and then it hcs no meaning. It has no foundation for people to move ahead with 
plans in terms of doing something about it. About actually implenzenting change, 
but with policy there has to be organizational change because those go hand in 
hand if you really want something to move. (L. a female faculty member). 

Comments on policy clearly indicate that the processes of development and 

revision require change. Policies need to be clearly written, accessible, and part of 

practice for Colkge personnel. In order to be effective, policies must be known, have 



some "teeth" to them, and provide a basis for action. As well, the caution regarding the 

development of policy at all should be considered. 

Lack of action-oriented policies is one of several barriers to educational equity 

identified, In the following section I present barriers faculty participants discussed, and 

find within these, recommendations for change. 

C )  Barriers to educational equity - Faculty identified barriers to the work on 

educational equity. Awareness of these barriers is important particularly in the planning 

phase for educational equity through curriculum transformation. Attitudes, time, money, 

and structural barriers are the most difficult to overcome. 

Attitudinal barriers are one of the biggest difficulties that participants foresaw in 

the work on educational equity, Aiken, et al. (1987) argue that resistance to curriculum 

transformation efforts are a certainty which requires careful planning. They conclude that 

these resistances wear down the leaders, yet strengthen the impact of the group working 

together to transform curriculum. 

Having tried -- and been tried by -- curriculum transformation, our sense of 
accomplishment is tempered by a more realistic awareness of the formidable 
challenges of the task. ... We found that dealing with defensiveness -- our own as 
well as that of some participants -- became increasingly stressful as time passed, 
suggesting the cumulative effects of the psychic costs such projects may exact. We 
also found, however, new colleagues who were eager to accept the holistic 
intellectual perspective feminist studies provide, colleagues who demonstrated that 
totaIizing generalizations about the blindness of the academy are unwarranted. 
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we found ourselves strengthened both 
individually and a s  a group by ... combatting resistances, we discovered a unity 
of purpose that surpassed anything we could have foreseen or imagined. This 
crucibled melding made our group into a stronger force for change than would 
have ever been p&sible otherwise and will clearly endure far beyond our project, 
empowering us for future efforts to generate feminist transformation within the 
university and beyond. (pp. 274 - 275) 



As noted earlier, K., a male faculty member. argues that experience changes people. 

Attitudes take time to change, and in order for any change to occur there must bc 

concrete experiences that allow for discussions. There must also be demonstrable evidence 

of positive outcomes from the work on educational equity. Thus this work must become 

enmeshed within the institution and high protile. It must remain so in order :o intlucncc 

ever-increasing numbers of people within the post-secondary system. Schuster and Van 

Dyne (1984) stress this need for progeny within curriculum transformation work. 

Awareness of the problems must be upfront, as we cannot begin to address the issues 

until people are generally aware that there are issues to deal with. Kayes (1992) notes that 

there are "others [who] refuse to address and to serve seriously and directly the needs and 

concerns of women, people of colour ... because this is not seen as the "mission" of the 

community college" (p. 85). The following comments demonstrate that faculty participants 

are particularly concerned about attitudinal barriers. 

Number one diflcu1t)t without question is attitudinal problenw., attitudinal 
difficulties in accepting equity as, two !evels, one is something we ought to be 
doing. And the lack of recognition in our institution, and nwst other post- 
secondary institutions, that it is an important thing to do. ... And it is u good 
frantework to look at some of what we do within or u good lens to use. And we 
have yet to see it as a reason, or give it reason to measure what we do. At leust 
it is not valued. And then second to that, is that we are tied to an old history of 
prinwrily old white male(s) ... running organizations like this, who don't 
understand it anyhow. We are h i n g  what's always been done. ... Without question 
attitude is number one (barrier). (K .  a male faculty member). 

I think there are barriers. One of the major barriers I think is attitudes, fuculty 
attitudes, which direct how we interact with our students and how we teach. (Q. 
a female faculty member). 

The biggest barrier is still attitudes. (C. a female faculty member). 

I know the barriers are there and so I try to m k e  our area and programs more 



uccessible by introducing frrn into them I try to make it a fun and neat place to 
be. (A. a male faculty member) 

Facuf ty participants identified structural barriers to work on educational equity. In 

particular, they referred to several problems in the Collective Agreement between the 

Faculty Association and the College Managzment. Seniority language supports job 

security which makes developing a "critical mass" of people who bring new perspectives 

to the College and support the work on educational equity more difficult. New faculty, 

at this time, begin working at- the bottom of the salary scale with no recognition for 

qualifications and experience. Experienced educators from other settings may be reluctant . 

to accept offers that do not replace their current salary and benefits, thereby limiting the 

pool of people who may apply to work at the College. Further, there is a two year 

probationary period for faculty during which they may not be willing to challenge their 

colleagues views and practices. G., a male faculty member, identifies the contract 

language as "trenzendously inflexible" and thinks that this inflexibility creates hierarchies 

within the faculty group which is problematic for work on educational equity. 

Time to do the work and the money required to transform curriculum, purchase 

new materials and supplies, and the overall lack of funding or reduction in funding to 

post-secondary education institutions in the past several years all contribute to making the 

work on educational equity more difficult. The following comments from the interviews 

indicate some of the concerns with respect to both the time and the money required. 

So therc is both the ... time to learn how to do that as a teacher, but there is also 
the doing of' it and having the matePiaEs or equipment or whatever is necessary 
in order m nmak it reasonable- @-. a female faculty member). 

I don't know i f  w e  hare the time and money necessary. ... And hammering our 



administration is not going to do anv good. I see them as jirggling priorities. We 
have to work on the government. ( J .  a female faculty member). 

This lack of time and money must be addressed if there is an expectation by 

senior administration that College faculty, along with staff, other administrators, ,and 

perhaps students are to undertake the work required to transfonrr curriculum to meet thc 

goals of educational equity. Paying attention to who is hired and why is one place to start. 

Priorizing educational equity within College, Departmental, and Discipline plans would 

lead to increased Educational Leaves and professional development t'uncl applications 

related to equity. Granting of these leaves and funds are dependent upon the link hctwecn 

an individual's request ar~b the institutional plans in place. Utilizing resources for time 

releases within various disciplines could also be given priority. In other words, resources 

exist within the College that could support the work on educational equity. 

A significant finding from this study has been the linkage made bctwccn 

educational equity efforts and language. Ellsworth (1989) highlights the struggles shc 

encountered with critical pedagogy's lack of analysis of dialogue -- one of its central 

components. However, as discussed in Chapter Two, her influential work failed to 

comment on the signiticance of language. Q.'s definition of educational equity highlights 

language as a major factor in one's ability to participate in education. 

If equity means that everyone has equal opportunities to aspire to u higher level 
of education then I start looking around at whai are the requirements to he able 
to attend a College or get place at a College or university level. And if one of the 
requirements is academic achievenzent, that will rea Lly depend upon your linguistic 
abilities. And some of the linguisric abilities ure redly aflecied by your home 
environment and the people that you mix with (Q. a female faculty member). 

Q.'s definition concentrates on people who are not part of the dominant Canadian 



culture that is English speakicg. Her concern with respect to language ahilitics was, by 

the end of the participant interviews, famiiiar. ~ s v s r d  paiiicipaiiis specifically iidd~~sseif 

concerns wiih respect to students whose f i t  language was not English. In a community 

college, situated in the Lower Mainland which has a growin2 .:-migrant population, thc 

issue of language is essential in the discussions of educational equity. The percentage of 

s tude~ts  at Douglas College whose frrst language is not English is 35%.23 In this 

research faculty participants varied in their perspectives on language. I have categorized 

these into: a concern about language as it impacts upon classroom processes; a 

recognition that post-secondary institutions must consider the educational needs of non- 

English speaking people; and a recognition of the value of having people whose language 

and cultural experience augment the content and outcome of teaching and learning. 

Six faculty members identified the impact of language upon teaching proccsscs 

within the classroom. The following two quotes highlight tlie concerns that faculty 

expressed about the impact of laiiguage on classroom processes. 

DVST (Developmentr! Studies traditionally called Adult Basic Education) students 
need a certain kind of approach. ... when you get the majority of people in the 
class really being English as a second language (ESL) leamers, ... I feel reully 
cold to stun teaching ESL methods which are not good merhods for DVST 
students. And so that is an equity issue. I love ESL students, they are great 
students to work with. Bzrt I think they beneptfrom ESL methods myself, that is 
my point of view xhich is a traditional point of view, that's my point of view. And 
I feel I am not really serving the DVST students by using ESL me&hods. They need 
a lot of encouragement, support, and a kind of positive environment. Wherem ESL 
students often realjy want you to tell them where the mistakes are. Tell me how 
to improve. And I think they deserve ro be told because they don't need to have 
their egos bolstered They don't need to be made to think that learning is f in  and 
yeah, you can learn. They know all thar. They are great learners. And so you have 

'3 Student Survey, Institutional Research, (1992). 



got these two different groups who ofen end up getting along very well together 
and liking each ofher, but I as a teacher would use diflerent methodr with them 
and so you have two things going on. ( I .  a female faculty member) 

The diflculties I'm experiencing are increasing, there is no question about that. 
We have a v e y  large percentage of students who don't speak English or they 
speuk it so poor4 or understand it so poorly that it is becoming increasingly 
dificult to be fair to ~vet-ybody. The students who ure getting unfair treatment are 
both the English speckers and the non-English speakers. The non-English 
speakers are nor getting the sort of instruction that will help them best because 
they are sirnplv incapable. Although I have got tr~ining in ESL I can'f bring it 
into (my) clussroom except to a veq  minor extent. I don't speak any gf their 
languages enough to be able to help them. And they are there, for obviously 
various reasons, but they are not, a large proportion of them are simply not 
getting what they have come for. There is also losses for the English speaking 
students becurtse the class sontetinles gets slanted in favour of the non- English 
speakers whonr I'm trying to accommwdate, but I must admit (although) I try, I 
will only bend so ntuch because I feel the medium of instruction is English and 
if somebody attenrpts to take university material and they realjy don't and I mean 
really don't speak it. Virtually not much English worth a damn. They may be able 
to read the books in Engtish suficiently, but it has been abundantly clear that 
some of rhenz do nor understand what I am saying. (0. a male faculty member) 

0. and I. emphasize the impact of having English-as-a-second-language learners 

in their classrooms. They wony that the methods they employ in their classrooms do not 

meet the needs of these students. They are concerned about the impact on other students 

and whether students are getting what they require from the post-secondary education 

system. Dialogue within !he classroom, at a level to affect emancipatory social change, 

is certainly impacted by the level of language competence. Whether 0. or I. intend critical 

pedagogical dialogue within their classrooms, language directly affects teaching processes. 

The educational needs of non-English speaking people, or those whose language 

competency is minimal, are mother area of concern. Yet, other faculty identified specific 

educational needs thzt requize 2 rethinking of language competence. 

But I am thinking for example about the need for daycare and we haw an ECE 



!Early Chilcihood Education) program One of the crying needs identifi~ci by 
inmigrant services societies is the need for licensed day care workers ~.vhu are 
going to be members and speak the language of their young charges. And thinking 
here's an opportunity to truin people and bring them in under the umnbrella of the 
safety and qualit). control that having done a program, not to denigrate whut they 
do because of their sasr experiences as parents, but I know there is (In in te:-tpst irr 
certijkation in early childhood education, but the language is u burrier to getting 
info our programs. Education equity, nwbe  for me ;hat wortlo' be huviny bilingual 
reachers. I don't how.  I an; still searching nzyself; But those are the people who 
have the necessaty pre-entry skills if language weren't an issue. (N. a female 
faculty member). 

N.'s example places language at the centre of the discussions on educational 

equity. Critical pedagogy's requirement for dialogue, and feminist pedagogy's emphasis 

on classroonl processes, includins in particular finding "voice", requires common language 

use. If the underlying assumption is that English is the preferred or required languagc of' 

speech and writing, this discriminates against particular groups of people far more than 

others. 

The third aspect of language identified by research participants is the value added 

to courses and programs when diverse cultural perspectives are imbedded in the content 

of the classes. 

The biggest cne (concern) is the cultural differences and languuge differences. 1 
really think they (students whose mother tongue is not English) are a value in the 
College because they have so much to offer in t e rm  of having a different 
perspective and a digerent educational system that really broadens us. Certainly 
classes that they are in are much more interesting when we have discussions 
because they are coming from such a different position. And having them in (field 
of study) is really valuable because they will broaden (it). If we can hopefully 
teach them the process of thinking critically, they can really bounce the principles 

- 08 and make it a m c h  rwre humane health care system especially for patients 
w b  are ndrirrrltural So ir helps the classes. It helps bring people in und it 
intproves our service because the people we service are from varied backgrounds, 
(D. a female facdty member). 

D.'s comments directly connect the education provided at the college to professional 



practice following graduation. She implies that in a post-secondary institution with applied 

program areas of study, diverse perspectives better prepare students to work in the 

multicultural community and competence in languages other than English are ar, asset in 

work settings. B.'s comnlents below also highlight this point. 

We t o ~ k  the position last year that everybody had to have j h t  year English, but 
now we need to reexamine that. I am troubled by that. It dealt with some problems 
that we were having at the time, but it presents barriers f ~ r  some of the very 
people we want to attract into our program (B .  a male faculty member). 

Thus English language prerequisites can turn out to be a screen for students who 

otherwise meet the criteria for entrance. As N. described, students' language of practice 

upon exit from the Coiiege may not be primarily English. However, F. notes that marking 

students for "the gist of the content" may suffice in some situations, but in professional 

practice in her area there is a requirement for documentation within the work setting. That 

documentation, she notes, 'heeds to be a certain standard to maintain value of the 

profession" and presumably to avoid liability within her's and other health care 

The whole issue of language branches out to be problematic also for some students 

whose mother tongue is English. In a few programs the expectations of faculty with 

respect to written English language ability exceed the level of preparation of students 

and/or the requirements in their chosen field.24 

In this study, the faculty have identified several language issues. The College has 

" In discussions witb faculty about hguaye expections, some question other faculty's expectations of 
students when these exceed to a great degree the level of preparation of students and the eventual 
requirements of the field where they will work fie., writing a research paper in APA style in the first 
semester of College). 



developed mechanisms to address problems of language competency. These mechanisms 

Include linking ESL faculty with slher program areas to assist students to learn course- 

relatec : r,ouage. These support courses are one way of addressing the cGncerns described 

by 0. and 1. although these adjunct courses are not avail~ble throughout the institution. 

A second mechanism is the work of the Liaison Committee which seeks to identify issues 

with respect to ESL st~dent success in applied programs and university transfer courses, 

and to pinpoint where liaison with ESL faculty would benefit the students and thc 

program. According to one of the faculty participants (H), the Lia.ison Committee has 

surveyed College faculty asking them: 

Do you identi& students iri your group who are ESL? How do they do conrpared 
to others? Can you characterize anv weaknesses that the?? have? What are you 
doing already to help them success$~lly overcome these weaknesses ? Is (sic) the re 
ways the ESL discipline can assist with this? ( H .  a female faculty member). 

Several discussion groups and professional development sessions resulted from this 

survey including presenting the results of the survey and its application for future work 

supporting ESL students. Language competency requirements have been under discussion 

within thz College for many years. The Langl~age Competency Standards policy identifies 

that students must demonstrate &at they meet entry standards prior to acceptance, and exit 

standards prior to graduation for all programs/courses. It also outlines assessrncnt 

procedures, jurisdiction over standards, implementation and review processes. Assessing 

language competency and establishing standards within disciplines is both timc-consuming 

and complex work for faculty. Educating to meet those standards is part of the on-going 

work of faculty. The issues remain a priority as faculty struggIe to find soiutions io a 

complex problem that is shown here as interrelated with the concept of educational equity, 



operationalized through curriculum transformation. 

Other difGculsies identified ranged frgm lack of time to inadequate, inaccessible 

childcare, to needing to be aware of students with disabilities coming into classes so that 

faculty can have suitable materials, teaching plms, and classroom exercises organized for 

all the students. This sense of "being unprepared" or lacking knowledge emphasizes the 

need for on-going faculty development. Participants identified not feeiing able or prepared 

to teach studem who have special requirements particularly when addressing those 

requirements changes the netwe of their cfassroom in ways in which the students typically 

in those classes will not benefit. 

I f1 knew how to teach deaf students I would do so. People always say they are 
doing fine. As a teacher I feel very unprepared to kach them. ... This is a real 
problem in (my area). We are now expected to take blind students, deaf students, 
head injured studenrs. ... We tend to get people who are in recovery programs 
from substance abuse. And so there is increasing pressure for us to he specialists 
in a wkoie range of areas that are really specialities in and of themselves. I don't 
want to say that any of these peopie should be eliminated porn the class, but I 
think rhat they are rutt always besi served by being put into a class with teachers 
who don't have the special training. ( I .  a female faculty member). 

These impacts on the classroom require discussion between faculty, administration 

and staff, However, the College experience with students who have disabilities can inform 

these discussions. Many faculty participants indicate a need to learn more about how to 

teach students with p a t h f a r  disabilities and how to incorporate information on 

disabilities to provide all students with a broader understanding of the perspectives of 

people with disabilities. R. points out that: 

You can't very well say to a discipline 'here's a blind person, teach them' unless 
you provide them with rhe equipment that is appropriate fur a person who can't 
see. ... TFr[is] is something that most of us are not really trained to deal with. We 
certainly need some sort of varied training or someone hired specifically to do 



that (R. a female faculty member). 

from the resource people available, but klieved that some materials and some studenw 

are best taught in ways that make access difficult for those with disabilities. 

f mean there are sonte 'hings you won't be able to do. Like you won't vety easily 
take an ecology course if you are in a wheelchair bcrause you won8t be able 
go on field trips. So you would have a very a'igerent experisnce in Ecology than 
the average student. You could certainly learn the theory, but you wouldn't have 
the same eqen'ence. There are disabilities that would make it dificult to 
participate in some areas. Another one is in our labs that we have had to deal 
with is we have an audio-tutorial system and we have J~ad people who have 
hearing problems. Atso it is a very visual system. We haven't experienced it, but 
what if we had someone who was completely unable ro see. We've had vision 
impaired, but never someone where they couldn't see at all. There is u whole jot 
of information that would be very difictrlt for us to convey :o them with our 
present material. And I think that when we get into that area of disabilities then 
it's a question of how much people are prepared to p q  as a society to nmke sure 
that they have that option. (R. a female faculty member). 

Other faculty point out that they have had many students with disabilities who 

h v e  been successful. 

We do however have lots, proportionately, for the numbers of people who have 
disabilities. We bade quite a few people with disabilities who apply and who 
succeed in our program. And so we have been able over the years, mostly because 
of our own flexibility and things like that, to graduate people with disabilities. So 
I think that is something positive. (S.  a female faculty member). 

This success and the learning to provide education in ways that support students 

to be successful needs to be incorporated into curriculum transformation efforts. As a 

College with many programs and services to assist students with disabilities, it is 

particularly critical that disability be considered in the work on educational equity. Scott 

(1993) documents attitudinal, mhitectural, and other systemic barriers to participation in 

post-secendary education for women with disabilities. Disability, like language, has been 



neglected in much of the literature on curriculum transformation which 1 have examined. 

Also Iike language, disability is an issue identified by faculty directly from their 

experience in commuriity college c!assrooms. In this particular College environment it is 

important to include. 

Another area of difficulties that act to set up barriers against zducational equity 

is computer technology, in particular its systems within the College. Research participants 

describe several problems directly related to technology and the functioning of the 

College. One participant described a problem with the Registrar's office system which 

does not allow for "pending applications". If a program requires particular prerequisites, 

a student must take these prior to be admitted to the program. Although this alone may 

not seem a problem, several program areas have lengthy waiting lists of students. One can 

not even get on the waiting list until the prerequisite is complete. This does not recognize 

in any way the lives of people who have perhaps quit or reduced workloads in order to 

go to school, or whc have n d e  We choices that they will go to school at a certain time 

prior to other choices being fulfilled. According to another participant, the current 

computer system is programmed to accept students on a ten month program. 

The computer is able to accept courses that are ten months in duratim. But we 
have a computer that doesn't know what the hell to do with a twelve month course 
that is constantly enruling students through, and constantly exiting students. So 
here we have designed the system on the assumption that everybody learns in an 
eight to ten month block Stan and stop. And yet education in the future is not 
going to took like that. And it is particularly not going to look like that for people 
from the equity populations. We are gearing up not to accommodate that. (K .  a 
male faculty mem'berj. 

Yet another difficulty with computer technology and the registration system at the 

College was identifled by I. who characterizes telephone registration as blocking access 



for many students. She does however point out that several other institutions make 

accommodations for this particular concern, 

It is a n~ajor achiesettrentfor them to have rnade it this$Lir. And then aealing with 
the College is another thing. I ntean we have policies on equity in the College, but 
ifyou can nmke it past telereg, our students, it almost puts you into another class. 
~ h d  I do ntean social class because I think telephone registration really 
discriminates against certain k i r i  of people. ... I talked a lot in September to th; 

. students, because I was quite upset with what appeared to be happening to our 
program because of telephone registration. So I encouraged them to tulk to me 
about their experiences with telephone registration. Some of them were udunzutot 
about how great it was. They would say 'Well it saves you time and it is fast and 
it is easy and it is efJicient, and it is not that hard to do.' But when I got to know 
these students they tended to be really good students. A lot of them hud already 
conipleted high school and were veiy con$ortab!e with computers. They used 
computers, they could type, they handed in typed essays. And they weren't typii.d 
ABE students. ... I was at a workshop at the ABE conference last month where we 
were talking about assessing literacy students and so everybody was just talking 
about how your college or their program may assess people and I just mentioned 
that our assessments had changed a lot since we hud telephone registrution. Wc 
now had to do it eight or ten f i n m  a year instead of just before registration so 
it had meant quite an increase in our workload. And people were horrif7ed to 
think that our ABE students had to use telephone registration. They might huve 
telephone registration in the College but ABE didn't have to use it. So I thought 
OK so it is not just me and it is not just ... and a few of the other people in our 
discipline that think that telephone registration is not particularly appropriate for 
our students. Other people teaching in other Colleges around the province who 

. are fanziliar with telephone registration, like they have got in their college, but 
they don't have to use it. ( I .  a female faculty member). 

These identified concerns about the computer registration system is an interesting 

contradiction. Computer technology can help process many students and thus help in 

democratization of institutions, but by establishing rigid categories it can have the 

opposite effect. 

Is's comments above about social class nighlight the issue of who is gaining access 

and who is barred from the institution as  a result, in this case, of technoiogy. Class is one 

of the crucial issue qf inequality and cuniculum transformation. The problems identified 



with computer technology imply a need to build either more adaptable systems. or have 

rnti:;iple systems depending on the needs of students in particular programs. Given that 

the College encourages access this requires us to rethink the rigidity of our position with 

respect to systems. 

These barriers, from attitudinal to logistical, present challenges to the work on 

educational equity. However, within these faculty statements some creative suggestions 

are made. Q. hints in her statement below that she brings a different perspective to her 

teaching. Coming from a visible n~inority culture she presents to her colleagues a 

challenge. Hoodfar (1992) and Ng (1991) each write about their experiences as minority 

women teachers. Ng argues that women in general disrupt the status quo by their presence 

in educational institutions, and that the undermining of minority women faculty authority 

is compounded by both gender and race. L's comment regarding the necessity of a critical 

mass of people implies a need to bring employment and educational equity together which 

is discussed in Chapter Four. 

I think my colleagues that I work with are just beginning to realize that there are 
those differences. And in that sense having just taught I have created an 
awareness. And I do know some of my facur'ty members realize that there is that 
confict (Q. a female faculty member). 

The ideas senerated by the discussions with faculty, the recognition that there are 

support systems existing, and the identification of barriers to be aware of, establishes a 

framework for the work on educational equity through curriculum transformation. 

The participmts in this research have an interest in educationai equity. Some 

articulate their position with particular ease and commitment while others are formulating 

their ideas about it. The barriers identified above acknowledge that th? interest in 



educational equity through challenging and transforming curriculum may not h: easily 

accepted. Regaidless, ihs work is necessity as we exdeavour to provide quality, accessible 

education. In L.'s earjier brozd kefinition of educational equity power was identified as 

an underlying issue which must remain central to discussions. Power within the hierarchy 

of the College itself, in the classroom between faculty and students, and among students. 

and between faculty colleagues. 

Well I think it (work on educational equity) is difficult. It's good I'm excited 
about it, but it is also diflcult. And that is OK. That is all just part of the p,wc~.ss. 
I think that one of the fiindarnental issues in this and any other kind of equity is 
people's perception of power, who has power, who is wiiling to give 11p power. 
... People talk about sharing POWRI, fo some degree, but we have to br carefit1 
about that because sornetirnes that means sharing the power on my terms. And so 
vou are still in the positim of superioriPy/inferiority. And then there is thr other 
prohlent of people's perception of' ' I  have no power', where individuals huve 
power of their own. The whole concept of the grms roots comes from that. And 
people can influence change front their individual experience and fheir collective 
experience, but I nzerrn in sonze respects, people are going to have to make some 
radical decisions around change of the power base, change of management and 
what n~anagenzent looks like, change of people who are in the power to chunge 
the curricutunt, (L. a female faculty member) 

Identifying the issue of power is important. L.'s comments about personal power 

and grass roots movements is encouraging to those of us who hope to be catalysts for 

change. Recognizing power as a potential problem alerts us to what may be an underlying 

issue. Certainly as equity is discussed backlash statements of reverse discrimination or 

special treatment may arise from a challenge to the power base. It is important to keep 

this in mind in the work of curriculum transformation. Chapter Four discusses many of 

the implications of the research data and the corresponding literature review. 



Chapter Four - 

Implications of the Research and Recommended Action 

INTRODUCTION: 

This Chapter examines the major implications of the findings of this thesis and 

recommends particular action that have implications for the College as a whole, As well, 

this Chapter argues &at links between educational and employment equity are essential 

and curriculum transformation to achieve educational equity has impact on collegiality -- 

it disrupts the privacy of teaching/learning contents and processes, and changes relations 

between students and faculty as well as other groups. Also discusszd is how the work 

may influence thinking about asimilation, tolerance, and celebrating differences while 

avoiding appropriation. Internal and external backlash to the work, and the revitalizing 

nature of the work are also part of this Chapter. 

BROADLY DEFINING CURRICULUM: 

Although the data indicate that many faculty define curriculum as the content of 

cmrses andfor programs, most readily agree and identify that processes of teaching and 

learning, as well as the structure and function of the institution itself, require 

 sfom om ad or?. ,Mh,?gham's (1992) inclusive definition of cuniculrmxn implies that learning 

occurs both inside and outside the classroom. This recognition coupled with the data 



supporting the need for transformation of whole systems supports a broad definition of 

curriculum. This inclusive definition aecds to be the starting point for discussions of 

educational equity in order that it is clear that the work involves a close examination of 

a variety of areas of the College, not just content of courses alone. 

INVOLVING PEOPLE: 

Implied in the data and supported in the literature is the need to involve many 

people in ;urriculum transfornation efforts. Schuster & Van Dyne, (1 984) emphasize the 

need to involve ever-increasing numbers of faculty, as well as administrators and staff. 

One way to facilitate this involvement is to recommend to the Employment and 

Educational Equity Committee that future research utilize methodologies that require 

dialogue, reflection, and stimulate action -- for example focus group discussions or 

participatory action research methods (Barnsley and Ellis, 1992). 

Schuster and Van Dyne also argue that advisors from outside the Collcgc 

employee groups can both advise and validate the work on educational equity. Douglas 

College has many program advisory committees. Having such groups enables on-going 

impetus for educational equity work, it involves some community members in the efforts 

of the College which has almost always been helpful, and it provides a base of expertise 

from outside the College that can continue to challenge our work in this area. An advisory 

committee on educational equity must have experts in areas of curricuIum transformation, 

empIoyme~t and edwztioad equity, md sfi_ou!d have inclusive representation within its 

f;iiiks* 

Defining curriculum broadly and involving people from within and without the 



College assists us in facing some of the particularly difficult issues requiring attention. 

One such issue identified in the research was language competency. 

LANGUAGE USE AND COMPETENCIES: 

The faculty clearly identified a major concern about language use and competency 

within programs and courses. ff race, culture, ethnicity are factors central to the concept 

of educational equity then language is a vital part in all of what we do. Critical pedagogy 

theory, particularly Freirian, emphasizes dialogue as a means for creating the dynamics 

necessary for social change. However, if dialogue is required then a common language 

base is essential. There is an assumption in place that English is the primary language at 

the College. Perhaps because the literature on curriculum transformation is written from 

university experience (Mcfntosh, 1983; Butler & Walter, 1991; Warren, 1989; Briskin & 

Coulter, 1992) it is possible to assume that the level of English competency is high. This 

is not the case in the College. Faculty participants' concerns mean that: further 

discussions and decisions are required about the level sf English competency needed; 

adjunct English as a Second Language courses to complement content specific courses 

and/or programs are required; md further, a plan of action is necessary to address these 

issues. Such a plan may ultimately lead towards programs or courses of studies being 

offered in other languages. This is more likely a long-range plan, but has implications for 

hiring practices as well as the kinds of students the College attracts. 

English language competency continues to be an on-going discussion at the 

Coikge with programs using levels of competency as screens for entry to tneir programs. 

As B. indicated earlier this screen in his program area has resulted in barriers to the kinds 



of students they are hoping to attract to the program. Some programs expect levels of 

language competency far above the star?dard of practice in the field for which they are 

preparing the students. Others require that students perform at levels of written language 

competency that are not part of what is taught. All of these concerns with language 

competency alert faculty to the urgent need for discussion and ultimately decisions and 

actions on this issue. There is no lack of history and debate on language competency at 

the College -- from an insistence that all students take first year English, to barring access 

to individuals whose spoken English limits their participation in class discussions. This 

debate is on-going, but this research implies that this is a major concern within the 

context of educational equity. Consequently, it remains an essential factor in the work at 

the College. 

"SOCIETAL RESPONSIBILITY" 

Another essential factor for consideration is that many of the College programs 

are career preparation programs in health care fields and social services. The data indicate 

that faculty participants from these areas think it is particular important for their areas to 

be looking at the issue of educational equity because they are educating people to work 

in the community. Kappner (1990/91) concludes that: 

The students we prepare today will be the workers, students, and teachers of 
tomorrow, and they must be well-equipped to meet the challenges of thc 
workplace and of society as a whole. In this area, more than any other, we are 
creating today the world we will live in tomorrow. (p. 21) 

Schmitz (1992) argues that we must define the outcomes of learning -- "knowledge, skills, 

and civic competencies" (p. 69) -- to przpare students for life in a multicultural society, 

Such preparation is assumed in other articles about diversity and equity in community 



colleges, rather than made explicit (Phelps 1990191; Kayes 1992). Certainly the purpose 

of curriculum transformation efforts to achieve educational equity is to educate all 

students for life, itlcluding work, within increasingly diverse communities. 

F. feels educational equity is a responsibility in her teaching. Her sense was that 

"applied programs have a particular societal responsibility" and so her interest was most 

relevant to her when teaching students to take on roles of care within the society. This 

sense applied to many other faculty participants statements where they were discouraged 

and concerned about educating people to work in a Canadian health care system yet 

recognizing that the system does not take into account alternative health practices nor 

does it do an adequate job of includi~g all aspects of health. It concentrates heavily on 

physical health which is a partial view of health much disputed in other cultures. 

Consequently, there is an obligation on the part of the College to educate people 

to live in a multicultural country known as Canada. Daryl Smith's (1990) summary of this 

requirement highlights the necessity for work on educational equity. 

If campuses recognize the importance of educating students (and the rest of us) 
to live in a multicultural society, then the curriculum must play a key role and 
must go beyond simply adding a few courses for students of color or for women. 
What we need is a curriculum capable of educating all students about and for the 
pluralism of the society and world of which they are a part. (p. 32) 

FURTHERING THE THINKING ON CURRICULAR TRANSFORMATION: 

McIntosh (1983; 1990) and Warren (1989) both propose models for curricular 

revision uliirnaiely leading io a t i i s fomed curriculum. Their work car, be interpreted as 

an assessment tool in the work on educational equity. (Wilere are we now? How are we 

doing?) The data imply that there is a lot of work to be done in content and processes of 



inclusion within the classroom. This literature concentrates its work mainly on the content 

of the curriculum. The data reveals that there is a need to look at broad systems in order 

to truly transform curriculum. The broadening of the concept to be inclusive of other 

components of the College besides content and process is important. 

Butler and Walter (1991) do this broadening by focusing on transforming women 

studies and ethnic studies first and then moving forward to transform the overall 

curriculum. However, their work continues to emphasize the content and processes of the 

classroom. This research emphasizes ihat this is only one part of the overall effort. 

College climate and support (both in fulding and time) from senior administrators and 

Board are essential (Phelps 1990/91; Kayes 1992). Faculty development is a must 

(Spanier 1984; Schuster & Van Dyne 1984; Kayes 1992; Phelps 1990/91). Though faculty 

participants defined educational equity in a variety of ways, more generally they support 

an "inclusive" approach to transformation because they recognize that the systems within 

the College and the community are interrelated. 

IMPUCATIONS OF INCLUSION: 

The literature concentrating on bringing together factors of gender, race, class, 

sexual orientation, and ablebodiedness is important in the work on educational equity 

(hooks 1984, 1988; Collins 1991; Davis 1981). Briskin and Coulter (1992) point out that 

"writers on feminist pedagogy are increasingly engaging with the problematic of 

theorizing the web of class, race, and gender, in particular instances, in interlocking 

instances, in instances of contradiction" (p. 261). Faculty participants varied in their 

response to the intersecting nature of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, age and 



ability. Some give gender priority while some view these factors as intersecting. 

And yes they do intersat, and yes there is a cumulative eflect i f  you are a woman 
and of colour, and you are disabled that is three things that are compounded to 
prevent you from getting education or services or whatever (L. a female faculty 
member). 

Even where these factors are seen as separable faculty par!!cipants agree that all influence 

accessibility to education at the College. Considering these factors as intersecting reminds 

us that we must approach this work "with all of who we are" (Findlay, 1991) yet 

recognize that issues can be discussed separately. For example: 

The whole area of homophobia and heterosexisrn is really quite interesting 
because we have always taken heterosexism for granted. And now that there is 
more awareness that people do have choice and those choices don't make them 
deviant, we have to be more sensitive to what that means in our environment. 
Because if we are giving a message out to students that heterosexism is normal, 
and homosexuali~ is abnormal then they conduct themselves in a way that gives 
that message -- where they work, where they study, and so on. But that also comes 
from an intrrtrrnsic bias that we have around being straight. ... And that whole area 
has really been neglected in the schools and in post-secondary became the 
messages are pretty clear that you will be heterosexual and so it is not accepted 
or appropriate for people to come out. And I know that we have a gay and lesbian 
collective (within the sntdent society) and so there is support for that. But when 
you think about that, what about faculty? What about support for faculty who are 
afraid to come out or don't feel that they would be accepted? Is this going to 
afiect their ability if they are a contract (faculty member) to get a regular position 
-- all those things. (L. a female faculty member) 

The direct discussion of specific factors does not take away from the intersecting nature 

of these factors. While some faculty participants priorize gender, others are primarily 

concerned about race or ethnicity. Others concentrate on disability. Rather than getting 

into relatively pointless arguments about which factor is most important several 

participants indicated a need to view these as influencing factors. There is a need to 

continue considering how these factors intersect Dei (1993) argues that: 



Students should be made to understand the dialetical relatiomhip of race, class, 
geader and sexuality and how these issues are experienced as iinter!ocking systems 
of oppression. This can [be] realized through a pedagogical style that privileges 
the specificities of peoples' lives and at the same time interrogates the 
contradictions between conflicting oppressed groups. (p. 42) 

It seems obvious at this point that transformation of the curriculum is called for 

as a result of viewing educational equity as processes that take into account gender, race. 

class, sexual orientation, ablebodiedness, and age. In order to do so requires rethinking 

and reformulating the cumculum. Critical pedagogy theory, as discussed in Chapter Two, 

argues that the processes of education are essential considerations in this regard. Feminist 

pedagogy points out that both content and processes must be rethought. Most of what has 

been written abmt curriculum transformation -- for example McIntosh (1983); Schustcr 

and Van Dyne (1984); Warren (1989) -- has considered primarily the content of thc 

curriculum, and the processes of teaching and learning in some cases. This discussion of 

curriculum transformation argues that along with the efforts to demonstrate curriculum 

as transformed and/or balanced we mast look beyond what is written about cunriculum 

into how that curriculum is practised. This means that there must be the recognition that 

the curriculum is what the individual teacher makes it in the classroom or other setlings 

where instruction is going on. This model recognizes then that there is much to be learned 

on the part of all faculty as we work together with administration, staff, and students to 

create what L. calls "responsible education". 

Dynamic and well-constructed opportunities for development of ail personnei 

within the CoUe,oe are available and support on-going learning. Underlying the 

transformative ef ims is the discussion, as yet to occur, of power relations within the 



College. This will not be an easy discussion. However, it should be pointed out, as I have 

hopefully done throughout this thesis, that much is already in place within the College to 

address educationd equity, This leads us to consider the implications of educational 

equity work on the resources, services, policies, and structures of the institution. 

RESOURCES, SERVICES, POLICIES AND STRUCTURES: 

Many resources and services exist within the College that support educational 

equity. These include the First Nations' Services Coordinator, Disabled Student Services, 

the Women's Centre, and the Learning Centre. Their work has contributed to educational 

equity by supporting students through adaptive materials, provision of information, and 

other services. These centres assist students in their struggles to deal with problematic 

curricular materials by listening, affirming, and guiding their actions to address the 

concerns with faculty. With the Employment and Educational Equity Policy as back-up, 

such work is likely to continue. While the existence of these centres implies that the 

College has identified specific needs, an investigation into whether these centres are 

adequately meeting needs especially due to the on-going budgetary stresses of the past 

several years, may be in order. 

The faculty interviewed support having policy to guide the work on educational 

equity but want action to result from policy. Their concerns with the language, intention, 

and structure of policies suggests that a lot of work needs to be done on the policy 

framework of the College. Even general awareness and access to policies is problematic 

at the College. Indeed many people do not know about particular policies until they have 

breached the procedures within them. In other words, the policies, rather than being 



readily available to guide work, are used to enforce particular procedures and to bring 

those who have strayed frcm the policy guidelines into line. Many faculty stressed the 

need to tie education about policies into the policies themselves. As noted earlier, the 

model for this came from the Personal and Sexual Harassment policy. Although some 

participants indicated that the policy was inadequate, the awareness of the policy was 

significantly greater than other policies. 

Many faculty wanted policies that would guide action on particular concerns but 

thought that existing policy was unable to do this. As described in Chapter One the 

Education Council provides the mechanism for re-examining policies. This format which 

brings together faculty representatives from across the College as well as administrators, 

students, staff, and board members is an opportunity to build a new framework for 

policies. As described in Chapter One, the revisions to Bill C22 - The College and 

Institute Act, provide an inclusive structure where discussions about educational equity 

and the resulting need for changes to policy development processes and purposes can take 

place. 

Z t  is recommended that the current guidelines for policy development be revisited. 

New guidelines should encompass: mechanisms for educating on policies; requirements 

for policies to provide guidance and to be stated in plain language; and most importantly, 

interactive processes about policy undergoing revision in order that change be informed 

by experience. 

A further implication of the data is the need to consider structures within the 

College. Many participants identified required change in the structures of the institution 



from governance througn ciassroom dynamics. Some facuity considered hierarchical 

relations a major problem. 

I don't like hierarchical relations in human relations and I am constantly 
chagrined by, whether it is political, bureaucratic or other processes, that involve 
those kinds of structures, I would much prefer egalitarian relations. Ifind that the 
teaching work that I do involves a lot of assumptions and it is within the context 
of hierarchical structzire, but I see part of what I do as trying to undermine, or 
sweep aside sonw of those kinds of hierarchical relations. (T. a male faculty 
member). 

I wish I could say if you could change the people you could change the climate. 
It is in part true, but it is a bit simplistic. If you had a female president, that 
would help. If you had more women in senior management bringing 
forward. ..women 's issues. That would help. And it would be a change iu ways that 
committees and discussions take place around the college. ... So I think that the 
supe~cial  easy answer, but the one that would really help is to have more women 
to relate to in areas where they have the responsibility and ability to change the 
institution. But it is not just that simple because the structure of the institution is 
hierarchical not circular (N. a female faculty member). 

N.'s comment implies that hierarchical structures operating educational institutions 

are not easily changed and may be immutable. However, Margaret Fulton's 1990 address 

to the B.C. Goals for College Women in the 1990's conference challenges this 

assumption. Her development of circular governance structures in a university setting 

where she was President implics that other more collegial structures are a possibility. 

Many of the participants in the research wanted an alternative structure within the 

institution. However, L.'s comment below identifies how difficult this may be to achieve. 

And I think that change has to take place at senior management and from the 
government and from the funding sources that support education. But again the 
dificzilty with that is that the people who occupy those positions have been 
brought r4p in ?he r?-~Oitiond mdels. They are representative of the traditional 
models. Government is not reflective of the comnzunity. Senior management in 
educational institutions is not reflective of the community. It is still gender biased, 
czilturally biased, ablebodied biased and so on (L. a female faculty member). 



FURTHER IMPLICATIONS: 

Faculty participants indicated that greater support for the on-going development 

of personnel and for further research was necessary. Schuster and Van Dyne (1984) 

clearly identify faculty development as a primary characteristic in successful cumculum 

transformation projects. Spanier (1984) agrees. Although teaching schedules often 

interfered with their ability to attend, many of the faculty valued opportunities for 

professional development. This implies a need to continue offering a variety of times and 

lengths of programs. As well, a commitment to raising the issues at the College Wide 

Professional Development committee discussed in Chapter One, is essential. Much of the 

development of programs for employees happens within that committee. Educational 

discussions are open to all College personnel. The data imply that this practice must 

continue. 

The data support in general the work of the College development programs and 

imply a need to concentrate on issues related to educational equity. This focus is present 

and developing. However, the development personnel is currently limited to only two 

people which significantly affects how much attention any particular area can receive. 

Implications of this work on staffing require discussion. Given the incredible amount of 

work required to facilitate College development on educational equity' it is essential that 

the College further support this work. It is recommended that additional financial 

resources be allocated to the offices of College Development in order that educational 

equity work can be underzzken by other personnel ra?her r h m  the already overloaded 

personnel warking in this area. 



In addition to the College development work offered within the institution each 

full-time faculty member has one month "accountable" time and one month professional 

development time each year. It is therefxe also recommended that "accountable" time 

assignments and projects focus on educational equity requirements in the various areas 

of the College. Professional development opportunities outside of the College which focus 

on the issues should be highly supported. 

Future research on educational equity is also required. Discussions with 

administrators, staff, :md students would inform the work. Broadening the discussions 

with faculty through departmental governance processes would also be a possibility. From 

the data it is clear that discussions about power and structure of the institution need to be 

undertaken. Using focus groups with a mix of faculty, staff, and administrators might 

provide guidance on how :o alter the hierarchical nature of the organization to allow 

decisions to be made and finalized by those closest to the site of impact. 

There is also a need for further research with all College employee groups and 

students. Research can guide the work on educational equity. It would allow us to begin 

the discussions. As K., (a male faculty member), states this is perhaps one of the most 

difficult steps. 

But it is the same denial of harassment that is now the denial of equity that we 
see. If you have the conversation around equity, it presumes that you are not 
doing it. So you can't have the conversation. (K .  a male faculty member) 

Research can be a catalyst for the conversations that allow us to admit that problems exist 

and for the deveiopment of plans for action. The College's Institutional Research office 

could collaboratively design and facilitate the research. This could be initiated through 



the Employment and Educational Equitv Committee as a continuance of research required. 

The Institutional Research office completed the employee census for the Committee. 

Consequently there is an opportunity for more research. 

The work on educational equity through curriculum transformation has 

implications which cannot be precisely foreseen. Some of these potential consequences 

are outlined below. 

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY WORK: 

The following section discusses what the data imply with respect to: the links 

between educational and emplayment equity; the impact on classrooms; the changing 

nature of relations between all co;lstituent groups in the College; the need to 

reconceptualize what we mean by celebrating diversity without falling into the trap of 

appropriation; and potential backlash to the work. Each discussion indicates particular 

directions or actions needing to be included in the work of educational equity. 

Links between Educational and Employment Equity - As work proceeds on 

educational equity the issue of who can lead this work becomes central. L. urges that 

there be a "critical nzass" of people who are experts in the area. But what informs 

expertise? From hooks (1984; 1988) and Collins (1991) we understand that ontological 

experience and critical reflection inform expertise and knowledge. hooks argues, however, 

that one does not need to have direct ontological experience in order to understand and 

advocate for change. Based on this idea there are people currently employed by the 

College whose experience and reflection leads to expertise within the area of educational 

equity. Much of the data supports this contention. However, faculty also urged a 



connection between educational and employment equity. 

/feel, particularly porn the student's viewpoint, that they should have a right to 
see first a mix of people instructing that relates as close as possible to their 
background, to the backgrourzds of Canada. I would like a mix both sex ratio 
wise, and ethnic wise, and socio-economic wise - as much as possible. Now, when 
you have a small department like us it is really kind of hard to cover all of those, 
but there really should be an attempt. X4e other part of eL!tcational equity is that 
the students have a right in the course muterials cnd in the curriculum to at least 
have contributions of all of those digerent backgr~unds - socio-economic, race, 
sex, - represented as well. We shouldn't be concentrating on one slice. ( J .  a 
female faculty member). 

I think it requires, before curriculum, it requires that we transform aspects of thf 
organization and then we can transform curriculum, and we are more likely to do 
thatfirst, unfortunately. I would rather see us have some of this educational equity 
modelled within the whole organization and then come alive within the 
curriculum, I would like to see us have policy that requires us to hire from certain 
groups of people - employment equity. ... So I really am in favour of employment 
equity, faculty with disabilities. That has to be watchguarded so people don't get 
marginalized and really encouraged to go into long term disability as opposed to 
staying here. i mean I think we did great with our last Collective Agreement. We 
t~wved to part-time faculty positions that are regular and have status and benefits. 
I think that was a good move. But like you say, it is such a big issue and I think 
we have to see more demonstration of equity in tertns of who is running this 
organization, (and) who is teaching the classes. And I support that. And I think 
if we had some leadership and if the organizational structure was not 
hierarchical. I think thz organization is really ready in terms of the faculty. (S. a 
female faculty member). 

And then the other aspect of that is that we need to bring other people into the 
organization that are more aware, that are willing to work on these areas, these 
issues. Whether that takes place through employment equity or whatever, that shift 
needs to take place to get a balance in representation in the organization. And 
where they can form a critical enough muss where their questions will be heard. 
(L. a female faculty member). 

The literature also supports this link between educational and employment equity. 

The Ontario Confederation of U~iversity Faculty Associztions (1992) says that: 

Employment equity is vital to the success of educational equity. Tine success of 
educational equity programs depends on the participation of members of the 
designated groups in developing and implementing the programs and in providing 



role models and support for students who are members of the designated groupsl. 
Members of the designated groups must develop, implement and manage the 
educational equity program (p. 99). 

Phelps (1990f91) and Kappner (1990191) both connect employment equity 

initiatives to the educational equity work within community colleges. In both their articles 

the opportunity to take strong initiative with affirmative hirings was created by a generous 

early retirement incentive package for faculty. 

Linkages between employment and educational equity imply numerous outcomes. 

Hiring people based on qualifications and criteria with emphasis on selecting those from 

equity groups who meet the required standards, assumes that people from equity groups 

will necessarily have a critical consciousness on issues of educational equity. hooks 

(1984; 1988) and Collins c1991) cau!ion that ontological experience does not necessarily 

mean that critical analysis has resulted. Therefore, it is extremely important that selection 

of people is based upon clearly identified criteria for work on educational equity. The 

concepts of employment equity are not about the institutional picture looking inclusive, 

but rather it being inclusive. What this implies is that people not be hired to simply be 

counted on the employment equity census, but rather they enter a system open to being 

influenced by their knowledge which has been previously denied, hidden, and devalued. 

Expecting new colleagues to provide the kinds of ciiallenges to curriculum 

required for educational equity while they are in their probationary period of employment 

is unreasonable. Therefore if an employment equity policy is enacted and linked to work 

on educational equity there must be systems in place to support new College personnel 

as well as others already working at the College. In other words it is not masonable to 



expect to hire new people who will then transform the cunicuIum without a network of 

Challenges to cisroom practices - The data identified that the content and 

processes of teaching and learning need to be transformed in efforts to meet the 

challenges of educational equity. If the framework for educational equity work is applied, 

then discussions of current practice and ideas for change are essential. This opens up the 

classroom practices of faculty. When N. notes that curriculum in part is what happens 

when you walk in the classroom and close the door, she implies a level of privacy around 

classroom practices. Although a course has the same outline, the classroom processes 

undertaken to fulfil that outline and the learning objectives within it can be substantially 

different from one instructor to the next. Incorporating new ideas from discussions, 

reflecting upon these, and being open to change implies an openness about classroom 

practice which previously may not have been considered, but a dynamic learning 

opportunity exists for faculty- 

It (a cross-disciplinary integrated curriculum) allowed for the first time in the 
histo? of the department for there to be a cross-fertilization so that if only at the 
start and then nuch more formall!. It started ojj we were teaching a ----, a brand 
new course. There were about eight of us. We agreed to meet once to sort of say 
'what are you going to do? What are you going to teach? How are you going to 
teach?' and ire realized what a powerjiil tool it was going to be in terms of 
educating each other, and being mare, and accountability. And four of us, four 
almost consistent&-, and one or two more on a casual basis, met once every week, 
fur an hour ro an hour md a half, 10 talk about whar we were teaching, and what 
were the problem in teaching it. I've never seen anything like it at the College 
before. .... It was fabulous, that we got to m e t  this way. To create that dialogue 
... Cw. a mak fatuity member) 

Tftere may be some fear around this issue as we learn to critically reflect on our own and 

other fttcufty's practices. However, clearly from U.'s perspective the learning and support 



from the dialogue c r e e d  across disciplines is well worthwhile. 

Changing Re!atiom - B e  literature on critical pedagogy and other progressive 

pedagogical practices highlights the need for dialogue and reflection. Despite the 

complicating factor of language competency which requires critical analysis, application 

of these practices in the classroom environment and between faculty changes the nature 

of relationships. One of the most interesting issues that educational equity raises in the 

work of faculty within the classroom is the impact on the relationship between the faculty 

and the students. Many faculty participants indicated that they think it is vital for students 

to gain a sense of their own authority with respect to their life experiences, and their own 

cultures. Several faculty identified that because they do not have personal experience with 

all of the cultures, be they determined by racelethicity, sexual orientation, disability, age, 

gender, class, that they endeavour to have students have an experience of speaking with 

authority about their own cultures. This relieves the faculty from having to gain an 

understanding of all possible cultures for discussion, but results in a changed dynamic of 

authority within the classroom. Some faculty identified that they purposely set out to 

establish collegial relations with students as beginning practitioners in their profession. 

We receive feedback from our students that says by the end of the year students 
had a sense that they were colleagues with us. We encourage that. It promotes a 
social equit).. They are, afrer all, beginning professionals.(B. a male faculty 
member). 

As Ellsworth argues, this disruption of traditional authority in the classroom does 

not remove the authority of the faculty member in terms of their power over outcomes 

for students, or decisions with respect to the materials covered, but it does alter the 

relationship between faculty and students. One faculty descrioed her efforts as "giving 



weight to their experience" (F. a female faculty member). However, she pointed out that 

this work is "not easy because you may run into sfereo~ping". Aiiother faculiy member 

described her efforts in seminars to "do presentations and discussions on how things 

(program area concepts) fit into various cultures" ( D .  a female faculty member). The 

results of changing relations in the classroom are important to consider in the work of 

educational equity. It is an outcome that some may not anticipate nor appreciate. One 

faculty member stated that her perception of some students was that they sought out 

particular professions as these gave them a sense of power over others (P. a female 

faculty member) -- even if the resulting power was over children as a child-care worker. 

Faculty need to be aware that the relations of authority and power within the classroom 

change as a result of educational equity work. For some faculty, this may be a difficult 

"letting go" of authority. 

DISRUPTIONS TO THE FRAMEWORK OF DIVERSITY: 

Underlying the concept of developing student expertise in cultural knowledge is 

the framework of valuing differences. Bennett (1993) suggests that developing 

intercultural sensitivity proceeds (and at times regresses) from ethnocentric stages of 

development to ethnorelative stages. Bennett outlines three phases of these stages. 

Ethnocentric stages include denial, defense, and miniaization, while ethnorelative stages 

involve acceptance, adaptation, and integration. This developmental process may be the 

hopeful outcome of multicultural education discussed earlier in Chapter Two, which 

would include racism as a central issue (Thomas, 1987). However, how do we deal with 

cultural practices that are so profound that acceptance, adaptation, and integration are not 



only unlikely, but also not recommended? 

We t e  had several fascinating facirlty meetings talking &our rrrulticuituruiisrrr, cmd 
multidiversity, and how it has to be v e q  individualized because if we're going to 
put someone out to supposedly give someone a diploma in a Canadian health care 
system, in a Canadian college, then they need to know what is acceptable hecrlth 
care standards in Canada. And the nurses said 'Oh no, if the patient wants it 
done, we do it.' And my response ro that is then 'Do you help the wonlun have a 
clitorectomy? Do you help a Son~alian woman or little girl, do you allow that?' 
Well, we are quite strong that we do not allow $g. Where's the line? There's the 
grey part. Do we allow Vietnamese to coin their children? It is burning their 
arms. Those are dificutt areas. They are grey areas. So health is really a mess 
in that regard. @. a female faculty member). 

D. raises the question about differences and it is an important question. Implied 

in the idea that we do not accept certain cultural practices is the concept of cultural 

superiority. If we draw only on the "acceptable" cultural practices are we simply 

appropriating the best without identifying the complex nature of cultures? These kinds of 

questions are implied in the work on educational equity. Opportunities to engage in 

dialogue and discussion are a must. 

Sensitive discussions such as these need to be facilitated in ways that encourage 

the work and not add to the backlash against the work on educational equity. Backlash 

is a possible response to all this work (Faludi 199 1). Concrete discussions about handling 

the backlash are required. Although possible backlash was not directly discussed in the 

interviews and thus the implications are not clear, there was concern about the 

conservative hierarchical nature of the institution which may imply that backlash is a 

potential problem. 

And rr College in many ways should mirror its community in equity issues. 
Unfortunately what happens is our College truly does mirror our community. It 
is as phobic as the community is on some of these issues. And it has not tackled 
the issues any better than the community has overall. So we have, I think there 



was a belief among some people that all we had to do was bring this issue up 
about equity and of course because it made some sense people would buy into it. 
But what it did do instead was that it unleashed all peoples' fears. That they 
weren't talking about it, they were going to make a fuss about it. But let us put 
it on the table and talk about it and all of a sudden you have people who two or 
three years ago would never haw spoken about it because it wasn't politically 
correct, it wasn't sexy, it wasn't a hot topic to deal with. Now it is. And now there 
are champions for the other side! (U. a male faculty member). 

And also there needs to be a way of dealing with the whole area of academic 
freedom which is one of the standard cop outs that are used in terms of either 
being inclusive or exclusive. The instructor who perceives it is their right to 
decide. There has to be some kind of guideline or principles around supporting 
equity within the context of academic freedom. As long as we continue to give 
people blanket permission things aren't going to change because they will 
continue to perpetuate what has gone on in the past. Because they have no other 
f r m e  of reference to change it. (L. a female faculty member). 

L.'s comments provide direction for facing the backlash of academic freedom. 

While academic freedom provides protection for faculty to not be censured in their 

academic activities L. implies that it is being used as a defense for not including 

particular perspectives rather than an enabler to the work on educational equity. Mojab 

(1995) argues that: 

Conservative forces have been on the offensive since the early 1990s, arguing that 
the pursuit of diversity in curriculum, hiring, teaching, research and student 
admissions violates academic freedom ... [however] conceptualizing diversity as a 
negation of academic freedom is ... problematic. ... If the universities are to be 
democratized, then freedoms, whether academic or non-academic, must be 
extended to the whole university community, especially to students. Students and 
faculty members with alternative views must participate in reforming the 
university. Acader.-.ic freedom has to incorporate the right of students, faculty and 
staff to challenge existing power relations, otherwise it exists merely as a facade 
to protect the interests of those in authority. (pp. 19 & 20) 

Chapter Four has examined the implications arising from this research and the 

literature presented, and recommended actions. Chapter Five reflect. on the literature that 

has been most useful in framing this thesis and asks what the findings of this research 



suggest regarding the utility of this literature. I identify gaps and conceptual limitations 

in li,oht of the data. 



Chapter Five 

Conclusion 

INTRODUCTION: 

In this chapter I summarize the major findings of this research in relation to the 

literature I reviewed. The transformation of curriculum to meet the challenge of 

educational equity must consider several factors. Faculty participants believe that the 

context, or environment, where the efforts to transform curriculum are taking place is 

extremely important. As well, transformation is a process of change which requires 

dialogue, reflection and action. Factors which profoundly affect people's lives such as 

gender, race, class, sexual orientation, and disability need to be considered not 

individually, but as interrelated. Integrated throughout this Chapter are the contributions 

this study has made to the literature on curriculum transforn-ation and educational equity. 

THE CONTEXT: 

This case study is based on a community college that is situated in a metropolis 

that is growing rapidly, largely due to immigration 4s such, the majority of the faculty 

I interviewed are concerned with issues of m e  and ethnicity. They are aware of the lack 

of ~presentaiion within the faeuttjj ranks, pmblerns asswiated with employment, equity, 

and the need to consider curricular content and processes f ~ r  bias and relevance. They are 



also concerned about hierarchical structures, issues of gender, class, and sexual 

orientation, as well as programs and services for students with disabilities. These 

perceptions support much of the literature on educational equity and curriculum 

transformation. For example, Kayes (1992) description of Parkland College in Illinois 

encapsulates these aspects of the work on educational equity. Much of the literature on 

educational equity and curriculum transformation, however, has neglected the 

interconnections between curriculum and pedagogy with the environment outside the 

classroom. Many of the faculty interviewed stressed the significance of the college 

environment -- committee structures and functions, policies, and hierarchical organization 

of the institution -- on enabling or barring the work or? educational equity. The barriers 

to work on educational equity, such as attitudes, lead to what Caplan (1993) describes as 

the "chilly climate" in post-secondary education institutions. 

The findings in this thesis go beyond much of the literature on educational equity 

and curriculum transformation particularly with respect to questions about language. This 

is due in part to the physical location of the college and the demographic trends of the 

community. But it is also due to the nature of the College programs, which include adult 

basic education, ESL, university transfer and applied career programs. Language 

competency is a complex issue with tension between expectations of language use within 

the educational institution and that which is required for life and practice in the 

community. The mix of programs and the on-going emphasis to meet academic standards 

further complicate the issue of language competency. Kappner ( 1 WO/9 1 ) identifies 

language support for students as essential for retaining both ESL and other students whose 



language competency is lacking. 

Another important issue for faculty, identified in my study, is disability which is 

another factor not frequently tied to the work on curriculum transformation as a means 

to achieve educational equity. Given the College's commitment to supporting students 

with disabilities to achieve their educational goals within regular and specialized 

programs, disability is an important aspect to consider in the work on educational equity. 

In some respects, the accommodations made for students with disabilities within 

classrooms highlights pedagogy as an integral part cf the work on curriculum 

transformation. 

This study reveals the complexities involved when considering curriculum 

transformation as a means of achieving educational equity. Faculty are forced to grapple 

with the issues, often in isolated classrooms and with little support from the College. 

What this research also reveals, however, is that structures and policies are in place that 

can facilitate the work on educational equity. Practices and discourses are available that 

have enabled faculty to develop new forms of curriculum and pedagogy, and, indeed, that 

have enabled this study to be conducted. 

THE PROCESS OF CHANGE: 

Recogition of the problem is the fust step towards eliminating bias in curriculum 

and institutions. Reconceptualizing what we mean by access allows the work to continue. 

Orurn's (1992) report on student assistance and barriers to post-secondary education 

argues that gender stereotyping and sexism, ageism, homophobia, racism, and class and 

culture are barriers to participation in post-secondary education. 



Accessibility to post-secondary education takes on further meaning than physical 

or financial access. In order for access to be equitable across various groups in our 

population they must be appropriately represented in the content and process of teaching 

and learning, within the workforce of the institution, and in various positions within the 

institution. 

At the beginning of this thesis I used College policy to define educational equity. 

I maintain that in order to achieve "equal opportunity in ed~cation"~' a careful 

exploration of the systems of the College is required. The demand to "identify and 

remove any discriminatory barriers which prevent access to equal opportunity in 

employment and ed~cation"'~ strengthens the argument that all systems affect "equal 

opportunity". Most of the faculty participants in this research supported a broad-based 

contextually specific exploration of systems. A framework of broad discussion, reflection, 

and action assists in gaining an understanding of "equal opportunity" and what identifying 

and removing barriers means in practice. 

Freire (1970) argues for dialogue, reflection and action as a process of education 

for social change. This framework can be applied to the processes of curriculum 

transformation. The need for dialogue was pointed out frequently -- from an insistence 

on faculty development to the need to work on an interdisciplinary basis. Feminist 

pedagogical theory highlights the need to link learning to the community.27 This 

" Douglas College Policy A82.01.W Employment md Educational Euuitv, Effective date: January 27. 
1994. p. 1. 

27 Linda Briskin (1990). 



requirement suggests that where students live and work is important in the overall design 

of curr;rulum. Therefore it is essential to the work on educational equity through 

curriculum transformation. 

McIntosh (1983; 1990) describes a process of change which I argue can be used 

to chart the progress of the work on curriculum transformation. She is clear that the 

processes of change move from phase to phase and sometimes back again as the dialogue 

continues. She emphasizes inter-relatedness of the phases. This is important in a large 

institution where pariicular individuals and areas may make significant advancements 

while others are struggling with the necessity of the task. In other words, the progress of 

change will be varied across the institution, but must also be approached s? an 

interdisciplinary basis to enrich the quality of the work and the progress. 

Gore (1993) argues that there are gaps between streams of each critical and 

feminist pedagogies as well as little connection between the two. She argues that 

connections between these would strengthen the work of both. I have drawn from both 

pedagogical theories in my argument for curriculum transformation as a means to meeting 

the challenges of educational equity. As well, I have considered the work of anti-racist 

educators to benefit the work of educational equity. Gore's argument that there is much 

to be gained by linking the theories is shown here as having practical purposes. 

CONCEPTUALIZING INTERSECTIONS: 

The pedagogical theories examined in this thesis focus on different factors which 

profoundly affect people's life experience. Drawing from each of these theories requires 

that we move away from making one factor a priority over another. This thesis 



conceptualizes these factors as intersecting with one another. This research has highlighted 

that gender (feminist pedagogy's focus), race (anti-racist education) and class (critical 

pedagogy) are insufficient to consider. Both sexual orientation and disability are also life- 

affecting factors which lead to marginalization of the people and their experiences. Collins 

(1991) and hooks (1989) argue that gender, race, and class intersect. Their works move 

away from making race a priority over gender or vice versa, and see these factors as 

intersecting with class. This furthered my thinking about the interrelatedness of factors 

which profoundly affect one's lived experience. Although hooks mentions that her 

previous work had been critiqued for not including sexual orientation, she does not 

critically consider disability. The significance of able-bodied domination is examined in 

Wendell's (1989) article "Toward a Feminist Theory of Disability". Within a College 

which has programs and services specifically designed to accommodate people with 

disabilities this focus is an important addition to the work on educational equity. 

Spelman (1988) argues that the effects of gender and race should not be 

conceptualized as simply addition of one factor on top of another. Nor, she argues, does 

gender take precedence over race or vice versa. Together, and along with other life- 

affecting factors, they intersect in complicated and varying ways. She demonstrates this 

complexity throughout her book Inessential Woman - Problems of Exclusion in Feminist 

Thought. She argues that the conceptualization of how gender and race interact affects the 

outcome. Her demonstration of dividing people by men and women, and then by race 

leads to one categorization, while dividing first by race and then gender leads to another. 

A further example is her argument about oppression of white women and black women 



in America. 

... the family may be the locus of oppression for white middle-class women, but 
to claim that it is the locus of oppression for all women is to ignore the fact that 
for Blacks in America the family has been a source of resistance against white 
oppression. (p. 132) 

Such statements show that the intersections between gender and race alone vary for 

different groups of people. To then consider aspects of class, sexual orientation, and 

abilityldisability further indicates the complex nature of intersections. 

Overall, this research has concentrated on curriculum transformation as a means 

to meet the challenges of educational equity. The definitions of educational equity from 

the participants ranged from considering only "the how" of teaching and learning to being 

inclusive of all aspects of the College environment. This includes the content and process 

of teaching and learning, the College policies and the framework for their development, 

the structure and function of the College as a model for educational equity, and a 

recognition that educational equity and employment equity are matched processes which 

go hand-in-hand in educational institutions. There is little gained from an employment 

equity program if people's diversity and persl ectives are not brought to the fore. Efforts 

to transform the curriculum of an institution to become educationally equitable, require 

a complement of people, a criticul mass, to bring these issues forward. Thus educational 

and employment equity must be seen as partners, not subsets of one another. 

The efforts to transform curriculum to meet the challenges of educational equity 

aze attempts to make Lie contcnt, process, and environment of the institution into one that 

is pli~mlistic. As a result, the studies and work happening at the College have greater 

relevance to individuals' lives. Given relevance as a major contributor to success in 



education the work on educational equity is particularly worthwhile. 

Questions about educational equity and curriculum transformation are fraught with 

difficulties, contradictions, and contestations. I hope this study contributes to an airing of 

the issues with faculty, students, staff and the administration to meet the goals of 

educational equity, a central mission of this community college. 

Finally, there is a need to set the tone for the work on educational equity as one 

that is positive. L. says it best. 

I think people in educational institutions if they are sincere about educational 
equity, they have to really examine where they are conzing from and what they are 
prepared to change and that means doing things diflerently. And thinking about 
things diflerently. And that is going to be really tough. ... I think one of the 
problems with that is there is a tendency to work on -.?e deficit model that if we 
have educational equity or employment equity that t h ~ r  is taking something away 
from the work place, taking something away from the insritution. And we have to 
work on a model which is what we call value-added. Or by having this kind of 
equity you are adding something to the institution, to the organization that you 
would not get any other way because people are bringing their wealth and 
diversity of experience, their di'erent perspectives and their difserent questions. 
(L. a female faculty member). 



DOUGLAS COLLEGE GOALS 

The goals of Douglas College are: 

- to provide an environment that welcomes and responds to the multicultural and diverse 
nature of our society. 

- to provide an environment that encourages and celebrates individual initiative and 
responsibility. 

- to provide appropriate student services and education programs for students with a wide 
diversity of age, background, experience, interests and special needs. 

- to provide students with the opportunity to meet their career goals and to pursue, with 
success, studies at other post-secondary institutions. 

- to provide an opportunity for students to obtain a broad general education that will 
develop their capacities and creative talents and enable them to grow as human beings 
and good citizens of their community in aesthetic andlor applied pursuits. 

- to make our programs, services and facilities available to as many people as possible, 
through curriculum organization, flexible schedules, and convenient locations. 

- to ensure that our programs and services are affordable to students; correspondingly, that 
the College offers proFams and services that are sustainable through time within its 
budget levels. 

- to ensure that our programs have defmed objectives and standards of excellence, 
evaluate them against their objectives and standards and make the results publicly 
available. 

- to provide ongoing learning opportunities, and encourage professional development and 
self-improvement of our employees. 

- to co-oprate with community organizations whose interests and activities are consistent 
witfh &me of k Colkge, including fie visual and performing arts, and re~reation.~~ 



INTERVIEW GUIDE: 

APPENDIX B 

1. By participating in this research you have indicated that you are interested in educational equity. How 
do  you define educational equity? Why are you interested? 

2. How is your interest in educational equity related to your work? What do you do in your own classroont 
o r  in your own work that y ~ u  see as a reflection of your commitment to educational equity? Are you 
working towards your definition of educational equity? If so, how is it going? What difficulties are you 
experiescing? 

3. Do you think that to achieve educational equity requires a transfomtion of the curriculum'! If so, in 
what way? 

College Policies: 

4. In what ways have be following College policies addressed your interest in educational cquity? 
(Employment and Educational Equity; Personal and Sexual Harassment; Accessibility; Comprehensiveness) 

5. How would you, or would you, change these policies in order to address your interest in educational 
equity? 

6. Is it important that policy guide or set directions for educational offerings of the College? 

Faculty Development: 

7. Have you participated in faculty development activities that are related t educational equity? What were 
they? W n  were they offered? Would you participate in future opportunities if they related to educational 
equity? In what format are you most likely to participate? 

8. Do you think that faculty development activities are impostant in the work on educational equity? If so, 
is the mechanism in your department for fixwardig ideas known and accessible? 

General: 

9. Have you found useful texts in your d i p l i n e  or other disciplines that help you to consider educational 
equity? 

10. In your work on educational equity have you been able to identify limits andfor baniers t the work? 
What are these? How would you propose to work through these? What kinds of things d o  you see as 
enabling you to deal with these issues? 
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